
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION 

 

November 1, 2017/Calendar No. 10  N 170425 (A) ZRY  

 

IN THE MATTER OF an application submitted by New York City Department of City Planning, 

pursuant to Section 201 of the New York City Charter, for an amendment of the Zoning Resolution 

of the City of New York, to create a definition, a use and, in designated areas, a special permit for 

self-service storage facilities and to establish APPENDIX J (Designated Areas in Manufacturing 

Districts). 

 

An application (N 170425 ZRY) to amend the text of the Zoning Resolution was filed by the 

Department of City Planning (DCP) on May 19, 2017 to create a Special Permit for the 

development of new self-storage facilities within designated areas in Manufacturing districts (M 

districts). On August 3, 2017, DCP filed an application (N 170425(A) ZRY) to modify the original 

zoning text amendment application, pursuant to Section 2-06(c)(1) of the Uniform Land Use 

Review Procedure rules, to respond to concerns heard during the public review process. The 

modified zoning text amendment would permit new self-storage development as-of-right within 

designated areas in M districts only if the proposed building is mixed-use and contains industrial 

space. On November 1st, 2017, DCP withdrew the original zoning text amendment application. 

The subject of this report is the modified zoning text amendment (N 170425(A) ZRY). 

 

BACKGROUND 

Industrial businesses are an important economic generator for New York City. They provide 

essential services such as building construction and maintenance; food and beverage distribution; 

bus, taxi and air transportation; freight management; waste disposal; and recycling services. 

According to data from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages collected by the New 

York State Department of Labor, in 2016, industrial businesses employed 524,000 people.  

Industrial businesses are mostly located in manufacturing (M) districts. In 2006, the most active 

industrial areas (M districts) were designated as Industrial Business Zones by a Boundary 

Commission pursuant to state law, while some less active or inactive M districts were rezoned by 

the City to allow for residential development. Industrial Business Zones (IBZs) function as key 

industrial areas that accommodate and encourage a range of industrial jobs and activities. Industrial 
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businesses in IBZs are served by City-selected nonprofit organizations and may be eligible for tax 

incentives, financing tools and workforce development programs.  

An analysis of employment data completed by DCP in 2016 showed employment growth in M 

districts outside Manhattan, in both industrial and non-industrial sectors, between 2010 and 2014. 

However, IBZs outperformed other M districts in retaining, and to a certain extent growing, the 

industrial job base. The Mayor’s announcement of a 10-point Industrial Action Plan in November 

2015, which included the proposed zoning text amendment, specifically targeted IBZs, since these 

are areas especially well-suited to industrial activity and growth.  

Industrial businesses face many challenges establishing themselves, remaining and growing in 

New York City, due both to market conditions as well as limitations on the supply of the types of 

space they seek. Given the specific neighborhood and infrastructure requirements of industrial 

businesses, there is a limited amount of land area appropriate for their activities: areas zoned for 

manufacturing, adequately buffered from residential areas and with access to major truck routes 

are limited. Siting options are further constrained by the fact that industrial businesses typically 

seek preexisting buildings that suit their needs, such as wide column spacing, high ceilings, loading 

docks, and heavy floor loads. Smaller start-up businesses might initially lease spaces between 500 

square feet and 6,000 square feet, but there is limited creation of such space, because subdividing 

larger buildings can require significant investment. Furthermore, once businesses grow and are 

ready to expand, larger spaces of up to 30,000 square feet are also difficult to find. Brokers have 

said that despite the significant demand for spaces in this size range, the market has not responded 

by creating new space, due to the limits on rents that industrial businesses are willing or able to 

pay.  

 

Self-storage 

Self-storage, also known as mini-storage, is a business model in which space is rented to 

individuals under a lease or rental agreement, usually on a month-to-month basis, specifically for 

the purpose of storing property. In no case may a self-storage unit be used for residential purposes. 

The tenant, a household or a business, has sole access to the storage unit, which could be a room, 

a container or a locker. Unlike a warehouse operator or a moving business, which becomes a bailee 
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of the entrusted goods, self-storage operators do not enter a bailment relationship. Accordingly, a 

self-storage operator’s liability for the stored goods is limited by the signing of a rental lease 

agreement and the establishment of a landlord and tenant relationship with the customer. 

In January 2017, New York City had approximately 240 self-storage facilities. Although 

conversions still account for the majority of existing self-storage facilities in the city, they are 

becoming less prevalent, with the majority of newly opening self-storage facilities being purpose-

built. New York City has seen a significant increase in self-storage facilities, which can be 

attributed to several factors. The city is large and very densely populated. Residents tend to live in 

small apartments, which often cannot accommodate all of their belongings. Furthermore, partially 

due to the high rate of renter- versus owner-occupied households, there are many households 

moving in, out and around the city. Finally, many New Yorkers have high incomes, affording them 

the option of renting a self-storage unit on a monthly basis.  

 

Purpose of Proposed Zoning Text Amendment 

Self-storage development detracts from the City’s economic development objectives for IBZs for 

several reasons. It is a low job-generating use that primarily serves household rather than business 

needs. Self-storage also utilizes land that could otherwise be available for industrial uses. Recent 

new self-storage facilities in M districts (30 facilities) were built on lots with an average size of 

49,500 square feet, and conversions in M districts (42 facilities) have an average built area of 

111,000 square feet. Lots and buildings of such size provide important siting opportunities for 

many industrial businesses, which often require sites large enough to accommodate horizontal 

operations, off-street loading and vehicle fleet parking. Moreover, they are in limited supply in 

New York City. Interviews with industrial businesses conducted by DCP, as part of its studies of 

industrial areas, indicated that one of the reasons industrial business were finding it difficult to 

remain in New York City was the challenge of finding appropriate sites for expansion due to low 

industrial vacancy.  

Self-storage facilities are also typically sited along arterial highways and designated truck routes 

that are ideal for industrial expansion. Sixty-five self-storage facilities have been developed in 

IBZs; all are within a half-mile of a Designated Truck Route, and over 75 percent are within 500 
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feet of a Designated Truck Route. These sites near truck routes are crucial locations for truck-

dependent businesses in wholesale, freight and logistics, construction and other industries. Self-

storage facilities have also been developed on sites near transit, which could be ideal for businesses 

with more employees, many of whom depend on reliable public transportation options to get to 

work.  

Considering all of the above, self-storage stands out as a low-density employment use when 

compared to other storage and warehousing businesses, which tends to occupy large sites along 

designated truck routes, in a context where such large sites are increasingly scarce. Almost one 

quarter of new construction permits issued for large sites in IBZs are for self-storage developments. 

An analysis of new building permits issued by the Department of Buildings between 2010 and the 

end of 2016 for new construction on sites larger than 20,000 square feet in IBZs shows that a total 

of 44 new building permits were issued, of which 10, or 23 percent, were for self-storage facilities. 

Given the City’s numerous measures to support industrial businesses in IBZs, and the fact that 

industrial employment has been growing in IBZs since 2010, the use of such sites for self-storage 

detracts from the City’s economic development objectives.  

 

Original Zoning Text Amendment Application 

Currently, self-storage facilities are classified in zoning as Use Group 16D, either as warehouses 

or moving and storage offices, and are permitted as-of right in all M districts and C8 districts. With 

the enactment of this proposal, self-storage would remain in Use Group 16D, but would be 

specifically defined in the Zoning Resolution. The proposed definition is as follows: 

Self-service storage facility 

A “self-service storage facility” is a moving or storage office use or a warehouse use listed 

in Use Group 16D, for the purpose of storing personal property, and where such: 

(a)  facility is partitioned into individual, securely subdivided space for lease; or 

(b)  facility consists of enclosed or unenclosed floor space which is subdivided by 

secured bins, boxes, containers, pods or other mobile or stationary storage devices; 

and 
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(c)  floor spaces or storage devices are less than 300 square feet in area and are to be 

leased or rented to persons or businesses to access, store or remove property on a 

self-service basis.  

 

A CPC special permit would be required for the defined self storage use in proposed Designated 

Areas in M districts, which cover a portion of M districts and represent the City’s target areas for 

the realization of economic development objectives encouraging industrial job growth. 

The findings of the proposed special permit would require the CPC to evaluate whether a lot is 

appropriate for self-storage considering the economic development objectives of the City and 

whether it would be impractical to establish a conforming industrial use on such a site, based on a 

set of criteria. In making its determination, the CPC would consider such factors as: 

a) The size and configuration of the zoning lot and its suitability for an industrial 

use; 

b) The design and arrangement of an existing building proposed for conversion to 

self-storage and the extent to which it lends itself to industrial uses;  

c) Proximity to arterial highways and designated truck routes, and the capacity 

and configuration of local streets providing access to the lot, for truck-

movement-serving industrial uses; 

d) Accessibility of the proposed location to rail and bus transit serving employees 

of an industrial use; 

e) The need to undertake environmental remediation work on the lot;  

f) The level of investment or visible signs of disinvestment in industrial uses 

occurring within the contiguous Designated Area in M district within the last 

five years. 

g) Potential for conflicts of future industrial uses with existing uses in the 

surrounding areas, including conforming or nonconforming residences, 

schools, other community facilities and public open space. 
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Existing self-storage facilities could continue to operate as legal non-conforming uses. Extensions 

and enlargements of such grandfathered self-storage facilities would be permitted within the 

original zoning lot and the reconstruction of a grandfathered self-storage facility to the previously 

existing FAR, should it be damaged or destroyed, would be permitted. 

 

Designated Areas in M districts 

Since IBZs were created for a tax program, and are not defined in the Zoning Resolution, zoning 

boundaries need to be established to define the applicability of the special permit. Therefore, the 

Department of City Planning proposes to incorporate IBZ boundaries as text maps, referring to 

these areas as Designated Areas in Manufacturing districts. The Department of City Planning 

analyzed the existing IBZ boundaries on a case-by-case basis, and in very limited cases, 

rationalized them to ensure that the proposed boundaries would be consistent with zoning 

practices.  

There are 21 proposed Designated Areas: five in the Bronx, seven in Brooklyn, six in Queens and 

three in Staten Island. These areas are listed below. 

Borough Name of Designated Area in M District Community Districts 

Bronx Port Morris 1, 2 

Bronx Hunts Point 2 

Bronx Zerega 9, 10 

Bronx Bathgate 3, 4, 6 

Bronx Eastchester 10, 12 

Brooklyn Brooklyn Navy Yard 2 

Brooklyn Southwest Brooklyn 6, 7 

Brooklyn Flatlands/Fairfield 5, 16, 17, 18 

Brooklyn East New York 5, 16 

Brooklyn/Queens Ridgewood BK 4 / QN 5 

Brooklyn Williamsburg/Greenpoint 1 

Brooklyn North Brooklyn 1, 4 

Queens Maspeth 2, 5 
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Queens Long Island City 1, 2 

Queens Woodside 2 

Queens Steinway 1 

Queens Jamaica 9, 12 

Queens JFK 10, 12, 13 

Staten Island North Shore 1 

Staten Island West Shore 1, 2 

Staten Island Rossville 3 

 

Modified Zoning Text Amendment Application 

On August 3, 2017, the Department of City Planning filed a modified application (N 170425 (A) 

ZRY). The modified application was developed in response to City Planning Commission concerns 

and public comments, and considers additional changes to the Zoning Resolution in order to 

facilitate the co-location of self-storage and industrial uses in Designated Areas in M Districts, as 

defined above.  

The comments include that the proposed special permit was too restrictive, that insufficient 

consideration had been given to self-service storage facilities’ role serving residents and small 

businesses alike, and that the restriction on self-storage in IBZs could potentially cause an increase 

in self-storage development in M and C8 districts outside of IBZs, which are often closer to 

residential areas. Other issues relate to the findings of the proposed CPC special permit, which 

were viewed as being vague, open to multiple interpretations and problematic because they are 

oriented less toward the suitability of the self-storage use and more toward the potential industrial 

uses for a given location. Comments also include that the restriction of self-storage would not 

necessarily lead to growth in industrial businesses or employment, since other non-industrial uses 

continue to be permitted as-of-right in these areas. 

The modified application would permit self-storage facilities as-of-right in Designated Areas in M 

districts provided that at least 20,000 square feet of ground floor space is dedicated to specified 

semi-industrial and industrial uses. Several modifications of floor area, off-street parking and off-

street loading provisions are also proposed; those would facilitate the proposed set-aside of 

ground-floor space for industrial use. The industrial ground floor requirement could be modified 
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or waived by applying for a CPC special permit. Compared to the original application, the modified 

application would reduce the potential for adverse impacts on the self-storage industry, while still 

supporting the goal of maintaining adequate future siting opportunities for more job-intensive 

industrial uses in the Designated Areas in M districts.  

The modified application clarifies the definition of self-service storage facility as proposed in the 

original application to facilitate interpretation: 

 

Self-service storage facility  

A “self-service storage facility” is a moving or storage office, or a warehouse use 

establishment, as listed in Use Group 16D, for the purpose of storing personal property, 

and where such: 

(a)  such facility is partitioned into individual, securely subdivided space for lease; or  

(b)  such facility consists of enclosed or unenclosed floor space which is subdivided by 

secured bins, boxes, containers, pods or other mobile or stationary storage devices; 

and  

(c)  such floor spaces or storage devices are less than 300 square feet in area and are to 

be leased or rented to persons or businesses to access, store or remove property on 

a self-service basis.  

 

The modified application also proposes changes to the CPC special permit findings, considering 

that the special permit would only apply when modifying or waiving the industrial ground floor 

requirement. The findings of the proposed special permit would require the CPC to evaluate 

whether a lot is appropriate for self-storage in light of the economic development objectives of the 

City, and whether it would be impractical to provide the required industrial ground floor. In making 

its determination, the Commission would consider such factors as: 

a) The size and configuration of the zoning lot and its suitability to include the 

industrial ground floor requirement; 
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b) The design and arrangement of an existing building proposed for conversion to 

self-storage and its suitability to include the industrial ground floor 

requirement;  

c) Proximity to arterial highways and designated truck routes, and the capacity 

and configuration of local streets providing access to the lot, for the industrial 

uses occupying the required ground floor industrial space; 

d) Accessibility of the proposed location to rail and bus transit serving employees 

of an industrial use; 

e) The need to undertake environmental remediation work on the lot;  

f) The level of investment or visible signs of disinvestment for uses permitted in 

the required industrial ground floor, occurring within the contiguous 

Designated Area in M district within the last five years. 

g) Potential for conflicts of the industrial uses occupying the required ground floor 

industrial space with existing uses in the surrounding areas, including 

conforming or nonconforming residences, schools, other community facilities 

and public open space. 

 

The modified application proposes the following zoning text changes applicable to the 

development or enlargement of the self-service storage portion of the building: 

- Required depth of loading berths for self-storage use is reduced to 37 feet from 50 feet. 

Self-storage customers are typically limited to small two-axle trucks that can be driven 

without special licenses. Those vehicles can easily be accommodated in shorter loading 

berths of 37 feet. 

- For existing buildings, a change of use to self-storage from another use in Use Group 16D 

shall not be considered a change of use for purposes of applying the requirements of 

Section 44-52 (Required Accessory Off-Street Loading Berths). This maintains the current 

situation, in which self-storage in not separately defined and thus, conversions to self-
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storage are not considered a change of use that would trigger additional required off-street 

loading. 

The modified application proposes the following zoning text changes applicable to the ground 

floor industrial space in the case of development or enlargement of a self-storage facility in a 

Designated Area in an M district: 

- The required industrial space could be dedicated to manufacturing, semi-industrial or 

industrial uses in Use Groups 11A, 16A, 16B, 16D, 17 and 18; art studios in Use Group 

9A; and/or photographic or motion picture production studios, radio or television studios 

in Use Group 10A. 

- In M1-1, M1-2, M1-4, M2-1, M2-3, M3-1, M3-2 districts, the number of required off-street 

loading berths shall instead be those specified for M1-3, M1-5, M1-6, M2-2 and M2-4 

districts. This effectively waives the required second loading berth should the industrial 

space exceed 25,000 square feet, and reflects the practical difficulty of providing an 

adequately-sized ground floor industrial space, multiple 50-foot-deep loading bays for the 

industrial use, and ground floor loading and lobby facilities for a self-storage facility. The 

loading berth requirements applicable to the ground floor industrial space are thus: 

Floor Area (in square feet) Required Berths  

First 15,000 None 

Next 25,000 1 

Next 40,000 1 

Each additional 80,000 or fraction thereof 1 

 

- The parking for the required industrial use shall amount to one per 2,000 square feet of 

floor area or one per three employees, whichever will require a lesser number of spaces, 

regardless of the use occupying the required industrial floor area and the underlying zoning 

requirements. This is, as a practical matter, the required amount of parking for a warehouse 

use and other uses in Parking Requirement Category G, as well as for a Use Group 17A 

contractor’s establishment. Manufacturing uses and wholesale establishments, both 

important potential users of this required industrial space, are subject to higher parking 
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requirements (one space per 1,000 square feet and one space per 600 square feet, 

respectively) even though their employment densities are similarly low and auto use by 

workers is also expected to be low. As with loading, sizable amounts of required off-street 

parking cannot as a practical matter be accommodated, given other uses required on the 

ground floor level.  

- In M1-1 districts, up to 20,000 square feet of the required industrial floor area may exceed 

the 1.0 FAR cap in underlying zoning. This would permit a wider range of practical lot 

sizes for the mixed-use alternative in these low-FAR districts. M1-1 districts already allow 

FARs greater than 1.0 for enlargements of existing manufacturing buildings (ZR Section 

43-121) and for community facility uses (ZR Section 43-122). 

- The floor to ceiling height of the ground floor industrial space would need to be at least 15 

feet, and one third of the industrial space would have required floor to ceiling heights of at 

least 23 feet. This results in a more usable industrial facility.  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 

The original application (N 170425 ZRY), in conjunction with the modified application (N 

170425(A) ZRY), was reviewed pursuant to the New York State Environmental Quality Review 

Act (SEQRA), and the SEQRA regulations set forth in Volume 6 of the New York Code of Rules 

and Regulations, Section 617.00 et seq. and the City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) Rules 

of Procedure of 1991 and Executive Order No. 91 of 1977. The designated CEQR number is 

17DCP119Y. The lead agency is the City Planning Commission. 

It was determined that the original application may have a significant effect on the environment 

and that an environmental impact statement would be required. A Positive Declaration was issued 

on March 1, 2017, and distributed, published and filed. Together with the Positive Declaration, a 

Draft Scope of Work for the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was issued on March 

1, 2017. A public meeting on the Draft Scope of Work for the DEIS was held on March 30, 2017, 

and the Final Scope of Work for the DEIS was issued on May 19, 2017. 

A DEIS was prepared and a Notice of Completion for the DEIS was issued on May 19, 2017. 

Pursuant to SEQRA regulations and the CEQR procedures, a joint public hearing was held on the 
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DEIS on August 23, 2017 in conjunction with the public hearing on the related Uniform Land Use 

Procedure (ULURP) item (N 170425 ZRY) and the modified application (N 170425(A) ZRY). A 

Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) reflecting the comments made during the public 

hearing on the DEIS was completed, and a Notice of Completion for the FEIS was issued on 

October 20, 2017.  

The original application as analyzed in the FEIS identified significant adverse impacts with respect 

to socioeconomic conditions (effects on specific industries), hazardous materials, and historic and 

cultural resources (archaeology). In addition, the FEIS analyzed the modified application (N 

170425(A) ZRY), called the A-text Alternative, as an alternative to the original application. 

Moreover, the FEIS considered a new alternative, reflective of the Commission’s modifications 

discussed herein. This alternative, reflecting the Commission’s modifications, was included as the 

Modified A-text Alternative in Chapter 23 of the FEIS, “Alternatives.” For the impact categories 

for which the original application identified significant adverse environmental impacts, the 

modified application would result in the same impacts with the exception of socioeconomic effects 

on the self-storage industry. Regarding the new alternative accounting for the Commission’s 

modifications, the analysis concludes that the modifications would not have any new or different 

significant adverse impacts than those previously identified for the modified application. 

 

Impacts 

Socioeconomic conditions (Effects on specific industries) 

Original Application (Proposed Action) 

It can be expected that the original application would effectively reduce the number of sites 

available to developers of self-storage that meet these developers’ market-based selection 

criteria. Overall, the original application reduces the amount of land viable for self-storage 

development in 27 Community Districts.  

In both oral and written statements submitted to DCP, representatives of the self-storage 

industry have stated that their industry would be negatively affected by the original application. 

Furthermore, New York City already is the most undersupplied major metropolitan market 

nationwide, according to a report from CBRE. Given that the original application could 
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potentially diminish the self-storage industry’s ability to satisfy market demand, the 

consideration that the supply of self-storage in NYC is already lower than in other major 

metropolitan markets in the US intensifies the potential for a significant adverse impact on the 

self-storage industry.  

It is not possible to quantitatively estimate the impact of the original application on the self-

storage industry, due to uncertainty in development trends until the Build Year. Yet, based on 

available information and statements from the industry, it cannot be excluded that the proposed 

CPC Special Permit could hamper the self-storage industry’s ability to grow in New York City. 

As such, it is determined that the original application has the potential to result in significant 

adverse impacts related to business conditions in the self-storage industry.  

Modified Application (A-text Alternative) 

The modified application is likely to result in somewhat fewer new self-storage facilities than 

if no new zoning regulations were considered, since the required industrial ground floor space 

still represents an additional hurdle to self-storage development. However, the modified 

application provides some additional siting opportunities for self-storage compared to the 

original application, by proposing an as-of-right framework with specific conditions for the 

siting of self-storage facilities in Designated Areas in M districts. This as-of-right framework is 

less restrictive and presents less of a disincentive to the development of self-storage facilities 

than the original application. Furthermore, the proposed modified application considers several 

modifications of floor area, off-street parking and off-street loading provisions: these provisions 

would facilitate the proposed set-aside of floor space for manufacturing, semi-industrial and 

industrial uses. Accordingly, it is expected that the modified application would reduce the 

original application’s potential for a significant adverse environmental impacts on 

Socioeconomic Conditions related to the self-storage industry.  

Alternative reflective of the Commission’s modifications (Modified A-text Alternative) 

Compared to the original application and the modified application, the alternative reflective of 

the Commission’s modifications provides some additional siting opportunities for self-storage, 

by proposing a less restrictive as-of-right framework with specific conditions for the siting of 

self-storage facilities in Designated Areas in M districts. This as-of-right framework presents 
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less of a disincentive to the development of self-storage development facilities than both 

applications, because it offers provisions for the siting of self-storage facilities on small sites 

and includes provisions that make the locational requirements associated with the industrial 

space more flexible. Furthermore, the alternative reflective of the Commission’s modifications 

considers the same floor area, off-street parking and off-street loading provisions as the 

modified application, which facilitate the proposed set-aside for manufacturing, semi-industrial 

and industrial uses. Accordingly, it is expected the alternative reflective of the Commission’s 

modifications, would reduce both the original application and the modified application’s 

potential for a significant adverse environmental impacts on Socioeconomic Conditions related 

to the self-storage industry. Yet, because the required industrial floor space still represents an 

additional hurdle to development, it is projected that the alternative reflective of the 

Commission’s modifications would not fully mitigate the original application’s potential to 

result in significant adverse impacts related to business conditions in the self-storage industry. 

 

Historic and cultural resources (archaeology) 

Original Application (Proposed Action) 

The original application has the potential to result in significant adverse impacts to archaeological 

resources as it may result in deeper in-ground disturbance. While the potential impacts of the 

provisions are expected to be limited and unlikely, it is not possible to conclude where and to what 

extent additional in-ground disturbance might occur. As such, the possibility of significant impacts 

on archaeological resources cannot be eliminated. 

Modified Application (A-text Alternative) 

The modified application has no new or different significant adverse impacts than those identified 

for the original application related to historic and cultural resources. 

Alternative reflective of the Commission’s modifications (Modified A-text Alternative) 

The alternative reflective of the Commission’s modifications has no new or different significant 

adverse impacts than those identified for the original application related to historic and cultural 

resources. 
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Hazardous materials 

Original Application (Proposed Action) 

The assessment concluded that the original application would likely result in additional in-ground 

disturbance that could occur on sites where hazardous materials exist. The extent of this potential 

impact is expected to be limited, however. The original application itself is not expected to induce 

development on sites where development would not have otherwise been possible thereby limiting 

the potential for additional in-ground disturbance. It is also not anticipated to increase building 

footprints. It could, however, result in deeper excavation compared to the No Action scenario as 

the building heights under the With Action condition are anticipated to be slightly taller. Given the 

land uses in the area, and their associated potential for hazardous materials, this would result in 

the potential for significant adverse hazardous materials impacts. These potential impacts would 

be unmitigated. 

Modified Application (A-text Alternative) 

The modified application has no new or different significant adverse impacts than those identified 

for the original application related to hazardous materials. 

Alternative reflective of the Commission’s modifications (Modified A-text Alternative) 

The alternative reflective of the Commission’s modifications has no new or different significant 

adverse impacts than those identified for the original application related to hazardous materials. 
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PUBLIC REVIEW 

On May 22, 2017, the original application (N 170425 ZRY) was duly referred to the Community 

Boards, Borough Presidents, and Borough Boards for information and review in accordance with 

the procedures for referring non-ULURP matters. 

 

Community Board Review 

 

Summary Table of votes on the original application (N 170425 ZRY): 

Community Boards in favor:     11 (+ 1 CB who was not referred to) 

Community Boards in favor with conditions:  3 

Community Boards opposed with conditions: 1 

Community Boards opposed:    3 

Community Boards who did not vote:   9 

 

 

 

  Vote   

Borough CB Yes 
Yes w. 

cond. 

No w. 

cond.  
No Comment 

Bronx 1 
        

  

Bronx 2 
        

Condition that the special permit apply to all of Community 

District 2 and not just the proposed Designated Areas in M 

districts.  

Bronx 3 
        

  

Bronx 4 
        

  

Bronx 6 
        

  

Bronx 9 
        

  

Bronx 10 
        

  

Bronx 12 
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Brooklyn 1 
        

Further study needs to be conducted to show how the negative 

effects on businesses and private residents can be addressed and 

ameliorated 

Brooklyn 2 

        

The proposal will have limited impact in Community District 2 

because the only IBZ within the district is located at the Brooklyn 

Navy Yard, which is highly unlikely to extend a lease to a self-

storage facility.  

Brooklyn 4 
        

  

Brooklyn 5 
        

Condition to include distance requirements between self-storage 

facilities and implement standards of transparency to alert the 

Community Board as to the contents of approved storage units. 

Brooklyn 6 

        

Condition to expand Special Permit requirement to all M zones, 

not just Designated Areas in M districts, and also subjecting 

hotels and other non-industrial uses to the Special Permit 

requirement. 

Brooklyn 7 
        

  

Brooklyn 
10

*         
  

Brooklyn 16 
        

  

Brooklyn 17 
        

  

Brooklyn 18 
        

  

Queens 1 

        

Conditions that the CPC Special Permit be eliminated and 

replaced by a requirement for manufacturing floor space in new 

self-storage buildings in IBZs amounting to 30% of floor area, 

accompanied by a prohibition of new self-storage buildings in 

IBZs on sites that would displace active manufacturing uses and 

jobs. 

Queens 2 
        

  

Queens 5 
        

  

Queens 9 
        

  

Queens 10 
        

  

Queens 12 
        

  

Queens 13 
        

Government regulation on business 
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Staten 

Island 
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Staten 

Island 
3 

        

Proposal singles out industry and restricts the entire industry’s 

growth. Self-Storage in Staten Island serves residents that live in 

small homes and is a necessity for small businesses. 

Discretionary actions overburden City Planning’s examiners, 

and add financial costs/ time delays to applicants. The proposal 

will force developers to seek C-8 zones, which are closer to 

residential areas. 

 
 

    
 

* Not referred, CB not within study area 

  No Vote    
 

 

 

Bronx Community Board 2, as stated in a letter dated June 30th, 2017, considered the original 

application on June 28, 2017, voting unanimously to adopt a resolution recommending approval 

of the original application (N 170425 ZRY) with the condition that the special permit apply to all 

of Community District 2 and not just the proposed Designated Areas in M districts.  

Bronx Community Board 10, as stated in a letter dated June 23rd, 2017, held a public hearing on 

the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 13, 2017, and on that date, by a vote of 24 in 

favor, none opposed, and one abstention, recommended approval of the application and forwarding 

to the full Board for vote. On June 15, 2017, the full Board adopted a resolution recommending 

approval of the application. 

Bronx Community Board 12, as stated in a letter dated August 22nd, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 22, 2017 and, by a vote of 31 in favor, none opposed, and 

with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application. 

Bronx Community Boards 1, 3, 4, 6 and 9 did not consider the original application (N 170425 

ZRY). 

Brooklyn Community Board 1, as stated in a letter dated June 14th, 2017, held a public hearing on 

the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 6, 2017. On June 13, 2017, by a vote of 34 in 

favor, none opposed, and with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution to disapprove the application. 

Brooklyn Community Board 2, as stated in a letter dated July 9th, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) and on June 26, 2017, it adopted a resolution recommending approval 

of the application. As stated in a letter dated August 21st, 2017, Brooklyn Community Board 2 

requested an extension of the deadline to revise the modified application, scheduled for public 

hearing on August 23rd, 2017. 
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Brooklyn Community Board 4, as stated in a letter dated July 8th, 2017, held a public hearing on 

the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 21, 2017, and on that date, by a vote of 35 in 

favor, none opposed, and with no abstentions, adopted a resolution recommending approval of the 

application. 

Brooklyn Community Board 5, as stated in a letter dated July 11th, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170245 ZRY) on June 28, 2017, and by a vote of 30 in favor, none opposed, and 

with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application with 

conditions including “changes in boundaries to allow for greater distances between storage 

facilities” and “standards of transparency to alert the Community Board as to the contents of 

approved storage units”. 

Brooklyn Community Board 6, as stated in a letter dated July 24th, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) on July 6, 2017, by a vote of 10 in favor, one opposed, and with no 

abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application with conditions 

related to expanding the Special Permit requirement to all M zones, not just Designated Areas in 

M districts, and subjecting hotels and other non-industrial uses to the Special Permit requirement. 

Brooklyn Community Board 10 was not referred the original application (N 170425 ZRY) because 

the Community District does not include any Designated Areas in M districts. As stated in a letter 

dated July 14th, 2017, Brooklyn Community Board 10 nevertheless considered the original 

application and on June 19, 2017, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the 

application. 

Brooklyn Community Board 16, as stated in a letter dated July 31st, 2017, held a public hearing on 

the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 27, 2017, and on that date, by a vote of 11 in 

favor, nine opposed, and with three abstentions, adopted a resolution recommending approval of 

the application. 

Brooklyn Community Board 17, as stated in a letter dated June 29th, 2017, held a public hearing 

on the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 21, 2017, and on that date, by a vote of 31 in 

favor, one opposed, and with two abstentions, adopted a resolution recommending approval of the 

application. 

Brooklyn Community Boards 7 and 18 did not consider the original application (N 170425 ZRY). 
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Queens Community Board 1, as stated in a letter dated July 6th, 2017, considered the original 

application voted to conditionally disapprove this application (N 170425 ZRY) and on June 20, 

2017, by a vote of 26 in favor, five opposed, and with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution 

recommending disapproval of the application unless the CPC Special Permit was eliminated and 

replaced by a requirement for manufacturing floor space in new self-storage buildings in IBZs 

amounting to 30 percent of floor area, accompanied by a prohibition of new self-storage buildings 

in IBZs on sites that would displace active manufacturing uses and jobs. 

Queens Community Board 2, as stated in a letter dated June 5th, 2017, held a public hearing on the 

original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 1, 2017, and on that date voted to adopt a resolution 

recommending approval of the application. 

Queens Community Board 5, as stated in a letter dated July 17th, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 14, 2017, and by a vote of 36 in favor, none opposed, and 

with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application. 

Queens Community Board 12, as stated in a letter dated August 10th, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 21, 2017, and by a vote of 35 in favor, none opposed, and 

with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application. 

Queens Community Board 13, as stated in a letter dated July 7th, 2017, held a public hearing on 

the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 26, 2017, and on that date, by a vote of 36 in 

favor, five opposed, and with no abstentions, adopted a resolution to disapprove the application. 

Queens Community Board 9 did not consider the original application (N 170425 ZRY), but, as 

stated in a letter dated October 18th, 2017, considered the modified application (N 170425 (A) 

ZRY) posterior to the formal referral period, on October 10th, 2017, and on that date, by a vote of 

35 in favor, one opposed, and one abstention, adopted a resolution to disapprove the modified 

application. 

Queens Community Boards 10 did not consider the original application (N 170425 ZRY). 

Staten Island Community Board 1, as stated in a letter dated June 16th, 2017, considered the 

original application (N 170425 ZRY) and on June 13, 2017, by a vote of 35 in favor, one opposed, 

and with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application. 
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Staten Island Community Board 2, as stated in a letter dated June 21st, 2017, considered the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) and on June 20, 2017, by a vote of 30 in favor, none opposed, and 

with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution recommending approval of the application. 

Staten Island Community Board 3, as stated in a letter dated June 29th, 2017, held a public hearing 

on the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 14, 2017. On June 27, 2017, by a vote of 33 

in favor, two opposed, and with no abstentions, it adopted a resolution to disapprove the 

application. 

 

Borough President Review 

The Queens Borough President held a public hearing on the original application (N 170425 ZRY) 

on June 12, 2017, but did not issue a recommendation. 

The Brooklyn Borough President held a public hearing on the original application (N 170425 ZRY) 

on July 25, 2017. On August 18, 2017 the Brooklyn Borough President adopted a resolution 

recommending approval of the original application and the modified application with conditions. 

The conditions include that as-of-right self-storage development only occur on lots improved to 

no more than 25 percent of the permitted commercial/manufacturing floor area, and that lots larger 

than 20,000 square feet include an industrial ground floor, where the uses permitted in such space 

exclude showrooms for automobile, boat, motorcycle and trailer sales (Use Group 16) and 

manufacturing processes (Use Group 18) when limited to products of exclusively digital format, 

with accessory retail uses being limited to 100 square feet. The Borough President’s 

recommendation further stated that future zoning map changes affecting self-storage facilities 

should require such self-storage facilities to provide an industrial ground floor space when 

realizing any enlargement rights obtained through the zoning map change. Finally, the Borough 

President’s recommendation stated that there should be additional regulatory oversight regarding 

the required industrial ground floor, by requiring a qualified third party to play a role in the 

occupant selection process and confirmation of zoning conformance. 
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Borough Board Review 

The Bronx Borough Board considered the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 22, 2017, 

and did not adopt a resolution. 

The Brooklyn Borough Board considered the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 6, 

2017, and did not adopt a resolution. 

The Queens Borough Board considered the original application (N 170425 ZRY) on June 12, 2017, 

and did not adopt a resolution. 

The Staten Island Borough Board did not consider the original application (N 170425 ZRY). 

 

City Planning Commission Public Hearing 

On August 9, 2017, the City Planning Commission scheduled August 23, 2017 for a public hearing 

on the original application (N 170425 ZRY, Calendar No. 1) and the modified application (N 

170425 (A) ZRY, Calendar No. 2). The hearing was duly held on August 23, 2017 (Calendar Nos. 

29 and 30). There were 13 speakers, eight speakers in opposition to both the original application 

and the modified application, and five speakers in opposition to the modified application. 

Industrial advocates, including a representative of a nonprofit organization and representatives of 

some IBZ service providers, spoke in support of the original application and in opposition to the 

modified application, arguing that the original proposal would strengthen and help protect the 

IBZs. The representatives stated that self-storage facilities posed a threat to NYC’s industrial 

economy and encouraged real estate speculation, and also stated concern that the modified 

application would not sufficiently signal to the market that self-storage facilities should not site in 

IBZs.  

Industrial advocates expressed concern about potential loopholes in the requirement and stated that 

the requirements proposed in the modified application could be avoided by developers, since there 

was no proposed enforcement mechanism. They also said that the modified application did not 

ensure that the industrial ground floor space would be occupied or affordable.  
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They also argued that the modified application should not be applicable to conversions of existing 

buildings to self-storage and that the square footage requirement should instead be expressed as a 

ratio. 

Industrial advocates proposed that use restrictions be expanded to include other uses such as hotels 

and event spaces in order to prevent the loss of businesses and stop the loss of livable wage jobs 

for communities. 

Representatives of the self-storage industry generally spoke in opposition to both the original 

application and the modified application, stating that both would damage the self-storage industry 

and its employees. They said that the proposals, if adopted, could impair the economic viability of 

the industry and that reasonable and feasible alternatives should be considered based on the DEIS. 

They furthermore asserted that the original application amounted to a ban on self-storage facilities 

because potential developers would find it difficult to secure financing or provide potential 

investors with accurate information regarding construction timing.  

Self-storage industry representatives also criticized the findings of the proposed CPC Special 

Permit under both the original and the modified application, for being vague, open to multiple 

interpretations and representing a moving target throughout the duration of the application process 

and at the different constituencies.  

Industry representatives stated that 30 percent of the self-storage users were local businesses and 

that self-storage supported many businesses by providing affordable and flexible storage solutions. 

They further explained that the supply of self-storage in New York City was about half of the 

national average, that rates had increased over time and that the original application would increase 

costs for users. The Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce representative emphasized that there was a 

symbiotic relationship between small businesses, manufacturing and self-storage. Industry 

representatives also explained that often self-storage facilities repurpose buildings that are 

unoccupied and have become blights on the local community.  

Self-storage industry representatives stated that the original proposal would not result in the 

creation of industrial space, whereas the modified application would. They described the modified 

application as a step in the right direction because it would provide an as-of-right option, but stated 

that the modified application was still in need of amendments. They explained that the modified 
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application presented too high of a burden on each self-storage development, keeping it from 

becoming viable, and that it needed to be modified further. They asserted that the industrial ground 

floor space requirement as proposed in the modified application was too high. They also expressed 

concern that mixed-use construction requirements would increase project costs and explained that 

the ground floor was the most valuable floor for self-storage businesses, since those units 

command higher rents. They expressed that the zoning should provide for more flexibility in the 

location of the required industrial space.  

The self-storage industry representatives presented a counterproposal, supported by the Brooklyn 

Chamber of Commerce, in which self-storage “under 50,000 square feet should be as-of-right with 

no requirement; then, instead of an arbitrary square footage requirement which applies to all 

building sizes, requires a 10 percent ground floor manufacturing space on all new self-storage 

facilities more than 50,000 square feet.” They stated that the counterproposal would be financially 

feasible and would result in the construction of new manufacturing space.  

A property owner, speaking in opposition to both the original application and the modified 

application, cited the difficulty of selling his warehouse due to the proposal. 

There was no other testimony, and the hearing was closed. 

 

WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION PROGRAM CONSISTENCY REVIEW 

The original application (N 170425 ZRY) was reviewed by the Department of City Planning for 

consistency with the policies of the New York City Waterfront Revitalization Program (WRP), as 

amended, approved by the New York City Council on October 30, 2013 and by the New York State 

Department of State on February 3, 2016, pursuant to the New York State Waterfront Revitalization 

and Coastal Resources Act of 1981, (New York State Executive Law, Section 910 et seq.). The 

designated WRP number is 17-054. This action was determined to be consistent with the policies 

of the New York City Waterfront Revitalization Program. 
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CONSIDERATION 

The Commission believes that the proposed amendments to the Zoning Resolution (N 170425 (A) 

ZRY), as modified herein, are appropriate. 

Upon careful consideration of the extensive and thoughtful feedback during public review, and 

supported by the policy and planning analysis provided by the Department of City Planning, the 

Commission believes that the self-storage text amendment, as modified, presents a valuable tool 

to ensure that industrial and manufacturing businesses may continue to operate and find 

appropriate siting opportunities in IBZs, which are NYC’s most active industrial areas. 

The Commission notes the testimony both in favor of and in opposition to the original 

application (N 170425 ZRY) and the modified application (N 170425 (A) ZRY) at the 

Commission’s public hearing. Written comments were received at the hearing and following the 

public hearing. Comments were provided by community, civic and business organizations; 

industrial advocates, and industry representatives. The Commission has reviewed these 

comments and weighed them alongside of the other recommendations and testimony in its 

consideration of the proposed zoning text amendment. 

Regarding the original application, the Commission heard the argument advanced by industrial 

advocates that enacting the original application would send a strong message to self-storage 

operators that these facilities should not be located in IBZs. However, the Commission notes that 

a Special Permit provision is never intended to send such a message; it would instead require a 

careful consideration of whether a particular application is appropriate.  

The Commission also received testimony from industry representatives, certain Community 

Boards and the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce stating that introducing a CPC Special Permit 

for all new self-storage developments in Designated Areas in M districts could create hardship for 

the self-storage industry and the households and small businesses it serves. According to testimony 

from the public hearing, a survey of the self-storage industry in NYC completed in 2017 by 

industry representatives showed that more than 30 percent of the users of self-storage are local 

businesses, many whom access their storage unit on a daily or weekly basis. The Commission 

shares these concerns and acknowledges that there are reasonable and feasible alternatives to the 
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original application that could reduce the potential for significant impacts on the self-storage 

industry, while still meeting the goals and objectives of the proposal. 

Furthermore, the Commission notes the testimony received from self-storage industry 

representatives regarding the proposed findings of the CPC Special Permit. The industry 

representatives stated that the findings were vague, not measurable, open to multiple 

interpretations and problematic in the sense that the proposed CPC Special Permit would be 

oriented less toward the suitability and potential impacts of the self-storage use, and more toward 

the potential industrial uses permitted by zoning that could also site at a given location. The 

Commission understands that private applicants could have difficulty demonstrating such findings, 

since those are related to industries beyond their expertise. Furthermore, the findings require the 

Commission to consider whether it would be impractical to establish any other permitted industrial 

or manufacturing use at such a location, which the Commission regards as a very high bar and a 

technically complicated finding for new self-storage development in Designated Areas in M 

districts. The Commission, therefore, believes that the proposal needs to be modified to address 

these concerns. 

The Brooklyn Borough President and certain Community Boards were concerned that the original 

application would shift new self-storage facilities to areas where they would remain as-of-right, 

which are often closer to residential districts. Given that industry standards suggest that New York 

City is an underserved market and that the FEIS projects that the self-storage industry is expected 

to continue to grow, the Commission takes note of these concerns.  

Furthermore, the Commission notes the testimony received from self-storage industry 

representatives and some Community Boards stating that the restriction of self-storage would not 

in itself result in the creation of industrial space, and would thus not necessarily lead to growth in 

industrial employment.  

The Commission believes that the approach set out in the modified application, in which an as-of-

right zoning option for new self-storage development and conversion in Designated Areas in M 

districts is contemplated, is responsive to these concerns. The modified application represents an 

improvement over the original application, by facilitating the creation of space serving more job-

intensive industrial businesses, and provides a starting point for the additional changes that the 

Commission is adopting, which are described below. 
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Considering testimony delivered by industry representatives and the Brooklyn Chamber of 

Commerce, the Commission acknowledges on the one hand that self-storage partially relies on 

ground floor space and storage units located on the ground floor offer the highest rents, and on the 

other hand that modern industrial uses do not, in all cases, require only ground floor space and 

may benefit from occupying space on other floors that is usually rented at lower rents. Thus, the 

Commission seeks to facilitate the co-location of self-storage and the required industrial space, by 

allowing for some flexibility in the placement of the required industrial space. The Commission 

alters the modified application to provide that at least half of the required industrial space should 

be located on the ground floor, while the other half may be located either directly above or below 

the ground floor, as long as it benefits from direct access to the industrial space on the ground 

floor, as well as freight elevators and loading berths. This provision improves the feasibility of 

such a mixed-use building for self-storage developers and has the potential to increase the 

affordability of the required industrial space for industrial businesses. 

Considering that the modified application does not include as-of-right options for lots that cannot 

accommodate 20,000 square feet of industrial space on the ground floor, the Commission adjusts 

the modified application to adopt rules that are appropriate to lots of all sizes. The Commission 

agrees with industry representatives and the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce, who testified that 

small sites should be subject to different requirements, both because of the reduced feasibility of 

providing the required industrial space, as well as the purpose of the proposal, which has 

highlighted industrial businesses’ need for large spaces. Since 25,000 square feet represents a lot 

size for which it is possible to provide both the necessary ground-level facilities for self-storage 

and an industrial space sized to users’ needs, as well as loading and the required mechanical spaces, 

the Commission establishes rules that differ for lots smaller than 25,000 square feet and lots equal 

to or larger than 25,000 square feet. 

Testimony regarding the modified application from industrial advocates, self-storage industry 

representatives and the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce stated that the required industrial space 

should represent a ratio of storage to industrial space, rather than the proposed fixed amount of a 

minimum 20,000 square feet. The Commission agrees that requiring a ratio of the lot size for the 

required industrial space presents a more rational approach. Thus, the Commission alters the 

modified application so that on large lots, defined as lots equal to or larger than 25,000 square feet, 
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new self-storage shall include an industrial floor space component equivalent to 50 percent of the 

lot area. Some industry representatives proposed that the required industrial floor area apply only 

on sites larger than 50,000 square feet and be equivalent to 10 percent of the lot area. The 

Commission regards such a requirement as insufficient, creating only insignificant amounts of 

industrial space, and thus not meeting the City’s objectives to support job creation and industrial 

growth. 

The Commission changes the modified application so that on small lots, defined as lots smaller 

than 25,000 square feet, floor space equivalent to 50 percent of the lot area may be provided in the 

form of large self-storage units, defined as units equal to or larger than 100 square feet, because 

units of these sizes are typically rented by businesses. The Commission believes that no industrial 

space should be required on small lots, but that along with the business-oriented self-storage option 

described above, owners of small lots may retain the option to follow the conditions that are 

proposed for as-of-right self-storage development on large lots in Designated Areas in M districts. 

The Commission concurs with the importance of allowing a wide range of uses within the required 

industrial floor space, which will enable property owners and managers of self-storage facilities to 

occupy the space and find tenants in the short and long-term. Consistent with the modified 

application, the required industrial space could be dedicated to manufacturing, semi-industrial or 

industrial uses in Use Groups 11A, 16A, 16B, 16D, 17 and 18; art studios in Use Group 9A; and/or 

photographic or motion picture production studios, radio or television studios in Use Group 10A. 

The Commission emphasizes that the required industrial space must be dedicated to job intensive 

uses, which include production, repair, wholesaling and distribution, and heavy services suitable 

to industrial areas. Accessory office and retail uses, provided that they are truly accessory, are 

considered appropriate, since many industrial companies successfully incorporate these accessory 

uses into their business models. 

The Commission agrees that the 15-foot floor-to-ceiling height requirement for the required 

industrial space is appropriate, because such a height is often a necessity for industrial businesses. 

The Commission deems the requirement, included in the modified application, to provide floor to 

ceiling heights of at least 23 feet for one third of the industrial space, as impractical, given that the 

Commission is altering the modified application to allow for a portion of the required industrial 

space to be located directly above or below the ground floor. 
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In order to further increase the range of practical lot sizes, where the required industrial space 

could be accommodated, the Commission adopts the provision in the modified application 

specifying that in M1-1 zoning districts with a permitted FAR of 1.0, within Designated Areas in 

M districts, up to 20,000 square feet of the required industrial floor area may exceed the FAR cap. 

In regard to testimony delivered by industry representatives and the Brooklyn Chamber of 

Commerce requesting the industrial floor area increase be applicable in all zoning districts within 

Designated Areas in M districts, the Commission concludes that zoning districts with a permitted 

FAR of more than 1.0 have sufficient floor area to accommodate both the self-storage use and the 

required industrial space on lots of typical sizes. 

The Commission concurs that modified application’s reduction of the underlying accessory 

parking requirements for the uses that would occupy the required industrial floor space is 

appropriate, since this would facilitate the proposed floor area set-aside for the industrial use and 

the required lobby and loading areas for self-storage without requiring undue set-asides of lot area 

for parking. In those zoning districts where off-street parking is required, any use occupying the 

required industrial space shall require parking amounting to one space per 2,000 square feet of 

floor area, or one space for every three employees, whichever would require a smaller number of 

spaces.  

For these same reasons, the Commission agrees that reducing the size of the required loading berths 

serving the self-storage use is appropriate, given that self-storage customers typically arrive in 

vehicles trucks that can be driven without special licenses and that can easily be accommodated in 

shorter loading berths of 37 feet. The Commission further supports the reduced number of required 

loading berths serving the required industrial floor space in M1-1, M1-2, M1-4, M2-1, M2-3, M3-

1, and M3-2 districts. 

For existing buildings, a change of use to self-storage from another use in Use Group 16D shall 

not be considered a change of use for the purposes of applying the requirements for accessory off-

street loading berths. This maintains the current situation, in which self-storage is not a separately 

defined use and thus conversions to self-storage are not considered a change of use requiring 

additional off-street loading.  

Given the abovementioned concerns about the findings of the proposed CPC Special Permit, which 

remain unaddressed by the modified application, the Commission considers that the regulatory 
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mechanism to modify, reduce or waive the required industrial space for new self-storage facilities 

in Designated Areas in M districts needs to be adjusted. The Commission believes that a more 

rational approach would involve an analysis of the financial feasibility of constructing and 

maintaining the required industrial space. Such analyses fall under the expertise of the Board of 

Standards and Appeals (BSA). Accordingly, the Commission modifies the modified application to 

include a BSA Special Permit to modify, reduce or waive the industrial space requirement for large 

sites and the business-oriented self-storage requirement for small sites, if the requirement creates 

financial hardship, with no reasonable possibility that a self-storage facility in accordance with the 

requirements would bring a reasonable return. Altering the proposed CPC Special Permit to a BSA 

Special Permit furthermore addresses the Commission’s concerns regarding circumstances where 

a self-storage owner or operator would be unable to find a qualifying tenant, since the BSA has the 

expertise to evaluate the reasonableness of such assertions. 

The Commission incorporates IBZs into the Zoning Resolution as Designated Areas in M districts, 

to acknowledge these areas as the city’s most important industrial areas, where job-intensive 

industrial businesses need to be provided with appropriate siting opportunities. The Commission 

concurs with testimony regarding the importance of vigilant enforcement, in order to ensure that 

the City’s goals and objectives are met, and considers that the enforcement of the proposed 

amendments to the Zoning Resolution (N 170425 (A) ZRY), as modified herein, by the relevant 

City agencies, most notably the Department of Buildings, is key to the success of the proposal.  

The Commission furthermore calls upon the Department of Small Business Services, which 

contracts with the nonprofit organizations servicing businesses in IBZs, to work to assure that these 

organizations have the resources to support the objectives of this zoning text amendment. 

 

RESOLUTION 

 

RESOLVED, that having considered the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS), for which 

a Notice of Completion was issued on October 20, 2017, with respect to this application (CEQR 

No. 17DCP119Y), the City Planning Commission finds that the requirements of Part 617, New 
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York State Environmental Quality Review, have been met and that, consistent with social, 

economic and other essential considerations: 

1. From among the reasonable alternatives available, the action to be approved, as modified 

with the modifications adopted herein, analyzed in Chapter 23, “Alternatives” of the FEIS 

as the Modified A-text Alternative, is one which avoids or minimizes adverse 

environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable.  

The report of the City Planning Commission, together with the FEIS, constitute the written 

statement of facts, and of social, economic and other factors and standards, that form the basis of 

the decision, pursuant to Section 617.11(d) of the SEQRA regulations; and be it further 

 

RESOLVED that the City Planning Commission, in its capacity as the City Coastal Commission, 

has reviewed the waterfront aspects of this application and finds that the proposed action is 

consistent with WRP policies; and be it further 

 

RESOLVED, by the City Planning Commission, pursuant to Section 200 of the New York City 

Charter, that based on the environmental determination and consideration described in this report, 

the Zoning Resolution of the City of New York, effective as of December 15, 1961, and as 

subsequently amended, is further amended as follows: 

 

Matter underlined is new, to be added; 

Matter struck out is to be deleted; 

Matter within # # is defined in Section 12-10; 

* * * indicates where unchanged text appears in the Zoning Resolution. 

 

 

ARTICLE I 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

 

Chapter 2 

Construction of Language and Definitions  

 

*     *     * 

12-10 

DEFINITIONS 
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*     *     * 

Industrial floor space 
 

“Industrial floor space” is #floor area# or #cellar# space, excluding mechanical space and common 

space such as hallways, lobbies or stairways, with a minimum clear height from floor to ceiling of 

15 feet, and allocated to one or more of the #manufacturing#, semi-industrial or industrial #uses# 

listed in Use Groups 9A (limited to art studios), 10A (limited to photographic or motion picture 

production studios and radio or television studios), 11A, 16A, 16B, 16D (other than a #self-service 

storage facility#), 17 or 18. 

 

*     *     * 

 

Self-service storage facility  
 

A “self-service storage facility” is a moving or storage office, or a warehouse establishment, as 

listed in Use Group 16D, for the purpose of storing personal property, where: 

(a) such facility is partitioned into individual, securely subdivided space for lease; or 

(b) such facility consists of enclosed or unenclosed floor space which is subdivided by secured 

bins, boxes, containers, pods or other mobile or stationary storage devices; and 

(c) such floor space or storage devices are less than 300 square feet in area and are to be leased 

or rented to persons or businesses to access, store or remove property on a self-service 

basis.  

 

*     *     * 

ARTICLE III 

COMMERCIAL DISTRICT REGULATIONS       

 

Chapter 2 

Use Regulations 

 

*     *     * 

 

32-10 

USES PERMITTED AS-OF-RIGHT 

 

*     *     * 

32-25 

Use Group 16 
 

C8 

 

Use Group 16 consists of automotive and other necessary semi-industrial #uses# which: 

 

(1) are required widely throughout the city; and 
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(2) involve offensive noise, vibration, smoke, dust, or other particulate matter, odorous matter, 

heat, humidity, glare, or other objectionable influences, making such #uses# incompatible 

with #residential uses# and other #commercial uses#. 

 

*     *     * 
 

D. Heavy Service, Wholesale, or Storage Establishments 

 

Carpet cleaning establishments [PRC-F] 

 

Dry cleaning or cleaning and dyeing establishments, with no limitation on type of 

operation, solvents, #floor area# or capacity per establishment [PRC-F] 

 

Laundries, with no limitation on type of operation [PRC-F] 

 

Linen, towel or diaper supply establishments [PRC-F] 

 

Moving or storage offices, with no limitation as to storage or #floor area# per establishment 

[PRC-G]* 

 

Packing or crating establishments [PRC-G] 

 

Photographic developing or printing with no limitation on #floor area# per establishment 

[PRC-C] 

 

Trucking terminals or motor freight stations, limited to 20,000 square feet of #lot area# per 

establishment [PRC-G] 

 

Warehouses [PRC-G]* 

 

Wholesale establishments, with no limitation on #accessory# storage [PRC-C] 

 

E. #Accessory Uses# 

 
*  In designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown on the maps in APPENDIX J (Designated 

Areas Within Manufacturing Districts) of this Resolution, a #self-service storage facility# is subject to the 

provisions of Section 42-121 (Use Group 16D self-service storage facilities).  

 

*     *     * 

 

ARTICLE IV 

MANUFACTURING DISTRICT REGULATIONS 

 

Chapter 2 

Use Regulations 
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*     *     * 

42-10 

USES PERMITTED AS-OF-RIGHT 
 

*     *     * 

 

42-12 

Use Groups 3A, 6A, 6B, 6D, 6F, 7B, 7C, 7D, 7E, 8, 9B, 9C, 10A, 10B, 10C, 11, 12A, 12C, 12D, 

12E, 13, 14 and 16 
 

 

M1 M2 M3 

 

Use Group 3A shall be limited to Museums that are ancillary to existing Motion Picture Production 

Studios or Radio or Television Studios, provided they are located within 500 feet of such studios 

and do not exceed 75,000 square feet of #floor area#. 

 

Use Groups 6A except that food stores, including supermarkets, grocery stores or delicatessen 

stores, shall be limited to 10,000 square feet of #floor area# per establishment, 6B, 6D, 6F, 7B, 7C, 

7D, 7E, 8, 9B, 9C, 10A, 10B, 10C, 11, 12A, 12C, 12D, 12E, 13, 14 and 16 as set forth in Sections 

32-15 to 32-23, inclusive, and Section 32-25.. However, in Community District 1, in the Borough 

of the Bronx, in M1-4 Districts, food stores, including supermarkets, grocery stores or delicatessen 

stores, shall be limited to 30,000 square feet of #floor area# per establishment.  

 

Use Group 10A shall be limited to depositories for storage of office records, microfilm or computer 

tapes, or for data processing; docks for ferries; office or business machine stores, sales or rental; 

photographic or motion picture production studios; and radio or television studios. 

 

In the #Manhattan Core#, automobile rental establishments, #public parking garages# and #public 

parking lots# in Use Groups 8C and 12D are subject to the provisions of Article I, Chapter 3, and 

in the #Long Island City area#, as defined in Section 16-02 (Definitions), #public parking garages# 

and #public parking lots# in Use Groups 8C and 12D are subject to the provisions of Article I, 

Chapter 6.  

 

In designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown on the maps in APPENDIX J 

(Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts) of this Resolution, a #self-service storage 

facility# is subject to the provisions of Section 42-121 (Use Group 16D self-service storage 

facilities).  

 

 

42-121 

Use Group 16D self-service storage facilities 
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Use Group 16D #self-service storage facility# shall, in designated areas within #Manufacturing 

Districts# as shown on the maps in APPENDIX J (Designated Areas Within Manufacturing 

Districts) of this Resolution, be limited to establishments that provide an #industrial floor space# 

as defined in Section 12-10 (DEFINITIONS) or “business-sized” storage space as specified in 

paragraph (b)(2) of this Section.  

 

a) On a #zoning lot# greater than or equal to 25,000 square feet in area, a #self-service storage 

facility# shall provide #industrial floor space# that is: 

 

(1)  equal in #floor area# or #cellar# space to 50 percent of the #lot area#;  

 

(2) located below the level of the third #story#, with at least 50 percent of such 

#industrial floor space# located on the ground floor where such ground floor 

#story# is located within five feet of #curb level#, or #base plane#, as applicable 

and the remaining #industrial floor space# located on a level that is immediately 

above or below such #story#; and  

 

(3)  provided with access to freight elevators and the #accessory# off-street loading 

berth required for such #industrial floor space# in accordance with the provisions 

of Section 44-586 (Regulations for permitted or required loading berths for zoning 

lots containing self-service storage facilities in designated areas). 

 

b) On a #zoning lot# that on [date of adoption] is less than 25,000 square feet in area, a #self-

service storage facility# shall provide:  

(1) #industrial floor space# as specified in paragraph (a) of this Section; or  

(2)   #floor area# or #cellar# space containing securely subdivided space for lease within 

such #self-service storage facility#, where each subdivided space is not less than 

100 square feet in area, and with a minimum clear height of 8 feet. Such spaces 

shall be categorized as “business-sized” for the purposes of this Section. The total 

area of such business-sized storage space shall be equal in #floor area# or #cellar# 

space to 50 percent of the #lot area#. 

 

The Board of Standards and Appeals may permit a #self-storage service facility# that does not 

meet the requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Section  pursuant to Section 73-37 (Self-

Service Storage Facilities in Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts ).   

 

Any #self-service storage facility# existing on [date of adoption] located in a designated area 

within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown on the maps in APPENDIX J, shall be considered a 

conforming #use#, provided that the owner of such #self-service storage facility# has filed 

documentation satisfactory to the Department of Buildings that it existed on [date of adoption] and 
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met the definition of #self-service storage facility# set forth in Section 12-10 (DEFINITIONS). 

Any #enlargement# or #extension# to an existing conforming facility need not provide #industrial 

floor space# or business-sized storage, as applicable, provided there is no increase in #lot area#. 

In the event that a #building# for which satisfactory documentation has been filed with the 

Department of Buildings is damaged or destroyed by any means, such #building# may be 

reconstructed on the same #zoning lot# and continue as a #self-service storage facility# without 

providing #industrial floor space# or business-sized storage, as applicable, provided that the #floor 

area# of such reconstructed #self-service storage facility# does not exceed the #floor area# 

permitted pursuant to the provisions of Section 43-10 (FLOOR AREA REGULATIONS), 

inclusive.  

 

Any #self-service storage facility# existing on [date of adoption] that does not file such 

documentation satisfactory to the Department of Buildings pursuant to the provisions of this 

Section shall be considered #non-conforming# and subject to the provisions of Article V (NON-

CONFORMING USES AND NON-COMPLYING BUILDINGS) of this Resolution. 

 

*     *     * 

42-30 

USES PERMITTED BY SPECIAL PERMIT 

 

*     *     * 

42-31 

By the Board of Standards and Appeals  
 

In the districts indicated, the following #uses# are permitted by special permit of the Board of 

Standards and Appeals, in accordance with standards set forth in Article VII, Chapter 3. 

 

*     *     * 
M1 M2 M3  

Sand, gravel or clay pits 

 

M1 M2 M3 

#Self-service storage facilities# in designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown 

on the maps in APPENDIX J (Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts) of this 

Resolution, that do not meet the requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of Section 42-121 (Use 

Group 16D self-service storage facilities) 

 

M1 

#Schools#, provided they have no living or sleeping accommodations 

 

*     *     * 

 

Chapter 3 

Bulk Regulations 
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*     *     * 

 

 

 

43-10 

FLOOR AREA REGULATIONS 

 

*     *     * 

 

43-123  

Floor area increase for an industrial space within a self-service storage facility 

In M1-1 Districts in designated areas, as shown on the maps in APPENDIX J (Designated Areas 

Within Manufacturing Districts) of this Resolution, for any #zoning lot# containing a #self-service 

storage facility# that meets the requirements of paragraphs (a) or (b)(1) of Section 42-121 (Use 

Group 16D self-service storage facilities), the maximum permitted #floor area# for #commercial# 

or #manufacturing uses# on the #zoning lot# pursuant to the provisions of Section 43-12 

(Maximum floor area ratio), inclusive, may be increased by a maximum of 50 percent of the #lot 

area# or up to 20,000 square feet, whichever is less.  

 

*     *     * 

 

Chapter 4 

Accessory Off-street Parking and Loading Regulations  

 

*     *     * 

44-20 

REQUIRED ACCESSORY OFF-STREET PARKING SPACES FOR MANUFACTURING, 

COMMERCIAL OR COMMUNITY FACILITY USES 

 

*     *     * 

44-28 

Parking Regulations for Residential Uses in M1-1D Through M1-5D Districts 

 

*     *     * 

44-29  

Parking Regulations for Zoning Lots Containing Self-Service Storage Facilities in 

Designated Areas 

 

M1-1 M1-2 M1-3 M2-1 M2-2 M3-1 

In the Districts indicated, in designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown on the 

maps in APPENDIX J (Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts) of this Resolution, the 
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provisions of Section 44-21 (General Provisions) are modified as set forth in this Section for all 

#uses# within the #industrial floor space#.   

For any #zoning lot# containing a #self-service storage facility# that meets the requirements of 

paragraphs (a) or (b) (1) of Section 42-121 (Use Group 16D self-service storage facilities), 

#accessory# off-street parking spaces, open or enclosed, shall not be required for #uses# within 

#industrial floor space#, where all such #uses# occupy less than 10,000 square feet of #floor area# 

or have fewer than 15 employees. For #industrial floor space# on such #zoning lots# where such 

#uses#, in total, occupy at least 10,000 square feet of #floor area# or have 15 or more employees, 

#accessory# off-street parking spaces, open or enclosed, shall be required for all #uses# within the 

#industrial floor space# at the rate of one space per 2,000 square feet of #floor area#, or one space 

per three employees, whichever will require a lesser number of spaces.  

 

*     *     * 

44-50 

GENERAL PURPOSES 

*     *     * 
 

44-58 

Additional Regulations for Permitted or Required Berths 

 

*     *     * 

44-586  

Regulations for permitted or required loading berths for zoning lots containing self-service 

storage facilities in designated areas 

 

M1-1 M1-2 M1-3 M2-1 M2-2 M3-1 

In the Districts indicated, in designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown on the 

maps in APPENDIX J (Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts) of this Resolution, the 

provisions of Sections 44-52 (Required Accessory Off-street Loading Berths) and 44-581 (Size of 

required loading berths) are modified as set forth in this Section. 

For any #zoning lot# containing a #self-service storage facility# that meets the requirements of 

paragraphs (a) or (b)(1) of Section 42-121 (Use Group 16D self-service storage facilities), all 

required #accessory# off-street loading berths for a #self-service storage facility# shall have a 

minimum length of 37 feet. The dimensions of off-street loading berths shall not include 

driveways, or entrances to or exits from such off-street loading berths.  

 

The number of #accessory# off-street loading berths required for #uses# occupying #industrial 

floor space# shall be as set forth in the following table:   

 

           #Floor Area# (in square feet)    Required Loading Berths   

First 15,000 None  

Next 25,000 1 
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Next 40,000 1 

Each additional 80,000 or fraction thereof  1 

 

Additional loading berths shall not be required for a change of #use# within an existing #building# 

from Use Group 16D to a #self-service storage facility#.  

    

*     *     * 

ARTICLE VII 

ADMINISTRATION 

 

Chapter 3 

Special Permits by the Board of Standards and Appeals  
 

*     *     * 

73-00 

SPECIAL PERMIT USES AND MODIFICATIONS 

 

*     *     * 

73-11 

General Provisions 
Subject to the general findings required by Section 73-03 and in accordance with the provisions 

contained in Sections 73-12 to 72-36 73-37, inclusive, the Board of Standards and Appeals shall 

have the power to permit special permit #uses#, and shall have the power to impose appropriate 

conditions and safeguards thereon. 

 

*     *     * 

73-36 

Physical Culture or Health Establishments  

 

*     *     * 

73-37 

Self-service Storage Facilities in Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts  

 

On #zoning lots# in designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts#, as shown on the maps in 

APPENDIX J (Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts) of this Resolution, the Board of 

Standards and Appeals may modify the requirements of paragraphs (a) or (b) of Section 42-121 

(Use Group 16D self-service storage facilities), permitting #self-service storage facilities# 

provided the Board finds that:  

 

(a)  such requirements create practical difficulties, with no reasonable possibility that a 

#development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# on the #zoning lot# in strict compliance 

with the provisions of Section 42-121 (Use Group 16D self-service storage facilities) will 

bring a reasonable return, and that a reduction or modification of these requirements is 

therefore necessary to enable the owner to realize a reasonable return from such 

#development#, #enlargement#, or #conversion# on the #zoning lot#; and 
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(b)  the reduction or modification of such requirements is the minimum necessary to afford 

relief. 

 

The Board may prescribe additional appropriate conditions and safeguards to minimize adverse 

effects on the character of the surrounding area. 

 

*     *     * 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX J – Designated Areas Within Manufacturing Districts  

 

The boundaries of certain designated areas within #Manufacturing Districts# are shown on the 

maps in this APPENDIX, and include areas in the following Community Districts:  

 

Borough Community 

Districts 

Name of Designated Area  

in M District 

Map_No 

The Bronx 1, 2 Port Morris Maps 1-3 

The Bronx 2 Hunts Point Maps 1-3 

The Bronx 9, 10 Zerega Maps 1, 2 

The Bronx 3, 4, 6 Bathgate Map 1 

The Bronx 10, 12 Eastchester Map 1 

Brooklyn 2 Brooklyn Navy Yard Map 1 

Brooklyn 6, 7 Southwest Brooklyn Maps 1-5 

Brooklyn 5, 16, 17, 18 Flatlands/Fairfield Maps 1-4 
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Brooklyn 5, 16 East New York Maps 1, 2 

Brooklyn/Queens BK 4/QN 5 Ridgewood Map 1 

Brooklyn 1 Williamsburg/Greenpoint Map 1 

Brooklyn/Queens BK 1, 4/QN 2 North Brooklyn/Long Island City/ 

Maspeth 

Maps 1-3 

Queens/Brooklyn QN 2, 5/BK 1 Maspeth/North Brooklyn Maps 1-4 

Queens 1, 2 Long Island City Maps 1-4 

Queens 2 Woodside Map 1 

Queens 1 Steinway Maps 1, 2 

Queens 9, 12 Jamaica Maps 1-4 

Queens 10, 12, 13 JFK Maps 1-3 

Staten Island 1 North Shore Maps 1-5 

Staten Island 1, 2 West Shore Maps 1-3 

Staten Island 3 Rossville Map 1 
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INDEX MAPS OF DESIGNATED AREAS  

 

 

The numbers on this Index Map correspond with the map numbers for this borough.  
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The numbers on this Index Map correspond with the map numbers for this borough.  
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The numbers on this Index Map correspond with the map numbers for this borough.  
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The numbers on this Index Map correspond with the map numbers for this borough.  
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The above resolution (N 170425 (A) ZRY), duly adopted by the City Planning Commission on 

November 1, 2017 (Calendar No. 10), is filed with the Office of the Speaker, City Council, and 

the Borough President in accordance with the requirements of Section 197-d of the New York 

City Charter. 

 

MARISA LAGO, Chair 

KENNETH J. KNUCKLES, Esq., Vice Chair 

JOSEPH I. DOUEK, RICHARD W. EADDY 

CHERYL COHEN EFFRON, ANNA HAYES LEVIN, 

ORLANDO MARIN, LARISA ORTIZ, Commissioners  

ALFRED C. CERULLO, MICHELLE R. DE LA UZ, Commissioners, voting “No” 









































From: BX10@cb.nyc.gov<mailto:BX10@cb.nyc.gov> (CB)
Sent: Friday, June 23, 2017 9:57 AM
To: Carol Samol (DCP) <CSAMOL@planning.nyc.gov<mailto:CSAMOL@planning.nyc.gov>>
Cc: Christine Camilleri (DCP) <CCamilleri@planning.nyc.gov<mailto:CCamilleri@planning.nyc.gov>>
Subject: ULURP # N170425ZRY Zoning Text Amendment

Ms. Samol:

On June 13, 2017, Bronx Community Board #10 held a public hearing which resulted in the resolution below.

“Resolved… at the request of Bronx Community Board #10 that ULURP # N170425ZRY in which NYC Planning proposes a zoning text amendment 
to require a CPC Special Permit for new self-storage facilities within Designated Areas in M districts, which represent New York City’s most active 
industrial area, to promote future availability of siting opportunities for industrial, more job intensive uses, be forwarded to the full Board for approval.”

The Resolution passed with a vote of (24) in favor and (1) abstention.

The Board is interested in having this subject presented to a larger audience, in a town hall forum, and in cooperation with the surrounding Community 
Boards, 9, 10, 11, 12, who would also be affected by this amendment.

Matt Cruz

District Manager

__________________________
Bronx Community Board #10
3165 E. Tremont Avenue
Bronx, NY 10461
(718) 892-1161

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose and is protected by law. If 
you are not the intended recipient, you should delete this message and be aware that any disclosure, copying or distribution of this message, or the 
taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited.

mailto:BX10@cb.nyc.gov
mailto:CSAMOL@planning.nyc.gov
mailto:CCamilleri@planning.nyc.gov


 
 

        BRONX COMMUNITY BOARD #10 MEETING 

June 15, 2017 at 7:00 P.M. 

Providence Rest 

3304 Waterbury Avenue 

Bronx, NY 10465 

 

 

PRESENT:  H. Acampora, T. Accomando, R. Baez, R. Barbarelli, R. Bieder, J. Boiko, P. Cantillo, Col. 

W. Chin, A. Chirico, L. Council, M. Davila, T. Franklin, I. Guanill-Elukowich, D. Hunt, M. 

Johnson,  R. Lifrieri, D. Lock, K. Lynch, J. Marano, J. McQuade, J. Misiurski,  M.J. 

Musano, J. Onwu, L. Popovic, M. Prince, A. Ponder, N. Sala, T. Salimbene, R. Sawyer, N. 

Semaj-Williams, P. Sullivan, M. Velazquez,   (total # present = 32)   

 
The following Board member came in late and left early but was present for the Elections:  J. Onwu 

The following Board member left early but was present for the Elections:  N. Semaj-Williams 

 

ABSENT:   V.M. Gallagher, C. Papastefanou, J. Robert, R. Rodriguez, N. Rosario, J. Russo, S. Woods 

(total # absent = 7) 

 

Community Liaisons:   Mark Gjonaj – Member, NYS Assembly 

Dan Hogle - Office of State Senator Jeffrey Klein 

    Kenneth Burgos - Office of Council Member Annabel Palma 

 Josh Peacock – Mayor’s Center for Faith & Community Partnerships, Small  

               Business Services 

Josephine Crisotomo – ThriveNYC, Office of NYC Human Resource  

   Administration 

    Mariela Salazar – Montefiore Health Systems 

    Zenobia Garland – Phipps Town and Country Residence 

    Robert Wirsing - Bronx Times Reporter   

 

 

Board #10 Staff:   Tom Lucania - Office of Bronx Borough President Ruben Diaz Jr., 

    Matt Cruz, District Manager 

                                Susan Duffy, Kristine Lozada, CB #10 Staff 

 

Chairman Martin Prince began the meeting at 7:00 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.  

 

The above Community Liaisons were introduced and thanked for coming. 
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION SECTION: 

 

1  – J. Crisostomo,  Engagement Specialist, Thrive NYC:  discussed the mental health awareness effort 

by the Mayor’s Office; training  for individuals interested in careers as peer specialists mental 

health.  Contact information:  www.thriveatwork.nyc, 212-780-1400 

 

2  – E. Sementilli, Director, Pelham Bay Community Improvement and Safety Organization Inc.:   

Mr. Sementilli discussed the importance of tonight’s election and problems with current leadership; 

urged Board members to vote for a change. 

 

3  – J. Bellini, St. Paul Avenue:  Mr. Bellini read a statement outlining his concerns about increased 

traffic volume/congestion and its effect on the Pelham Bay community, squatters on St. Paul 

Avenue, and the Pelham Grand residence.  Mr. Bellini feels that the community has been neglected 

by the electeds and community board. 

 

4  – J. Peacock, Small Business Services, jpeacock@sbs.nyc.gov, (212) 788-2958:  Mr. Peacock is part 

of the Mayor’s Center for Faith and Community Partnerships.  The Mayor's Clergy Advisory 

Council has catalyzed key partnerships between citywide and neighborhood based 

community leaders, leading to initiatives that have improved the lives of many New Yorkers. 

 

5  –  L. Giraldi, Throgs Neck resident:  Ms. Giraldi complained about street conditions and the 

unreliability of the #8 bus. 

 

6  –  N. Thomas, Co-op City, Building 29 Association: Ms. Thomas’s concern is the traffic issues with 

the Bay Plaza Mall as well as the proposed plans for the Baychester Mall in CB #12.  Ms. Thomas 

would like Community Board #10 to be more vocal in opposing the Mall. 

 

7  – S. Dougherty, shaun@crescentgrill.com, 718-729-4040:  advised the community about a New York 

Diocese Reconciliation Program for victims of sexual abuse, www.childsexabuse.org  

 

8  –  P. Hamilton Johnson:  Ms.  Hamilton-Johnson echoed the same concerns as Ms. Thomas (#6 above) 

concerning the Baychester Square Mall.  She also added that there is a 12% vacancy rate in the Bay 

Plaza Mall and has reached out to the Borough President and City Planning.  She would like 

Community Board #10 to be more vocal in opposing the Mall. 

 

9  – N. Joye, resident of Co-op City:  interested in adult literacy programs within the community and 

would like to find out what resources are available 

 

10 – N. Sweeting, resident of Co-op City, Section 5: Mr. Sweeting wants to see new leadership on CB 

#10, and he added that there are problems in Section 5. 

 

11 – M. Pricoli, former Board member:  Mr. Pricoli spoke of his respect to the Board leadership and 

members. Mr. Pricoli informed the community about the Disability Pride Parade scheduled for 

7/9/17; he added that HHC is laying off employees and continues to do so. 

 

12 – J. Cerini, owner of Bronx Tax Man Services:  Mr. Cerini addressed the community about the 

property located at 3250 Westchester Avenue; he’d like the community to take a more active role in 

having building plans scaled down.  He also addressed the issue of a 40-day time frame with 

http://www.thriveatwork.nyc/
mailto:jpeacock@sbs.nyc.gov
mailto:shaun@crescentgrill.com
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OPWDD and proposed group residences, and would like the community to have more information 

on the disabilities of potential residents going into these residences. 

 

13 – Mark Gjonaj, member of NYS Assembly:  Assemblyman Gjonaj thanked the Board and community  

for their efforts and is looking forward to working with and empowering the community.  He 

acknowledged the concerns with the Health and Hospital Corporation.  He works closely with 

Assemblyman Benedetto and Senator Klein on issues affecting their respective Boards. 

 

 

A motion to close the Public Participation Session was made by Mr. Cantillo, seconded by Mr. Sullivan 

and unanimously approved by all. 

 

 

The elections for the positions of Chair, 1
st
 Vice Chair, 2

nd
 Vice Chair, Secretary and Treasurer were held.  

Prior to the start of the election, Mr. Bieder withdrew his nominations for Chair and Treasurer.  The results 

are as follows: 

 

Chair:   M. Prince  (11)  P. Sullivan     (19) (1) Abstention         (8) Absent 

1
st
 Vice Chair:  T. Accomando   (9) J. Marano      (21) (1) Abstention         (8) Absent 

2
nd

 Vice Chair: J. Boiko    (9) I. Elukowich  (22) (1) Abstention         (7) Absent 

 

The two positions below were unchallenged, a show of hands affirmed the vote as follows: 

Secretary:  P. Cantillo       (31)    (1) Abstention         (7) Absent  

Treasurer:  M. Velazquez  (31)    (1) Abstention         (7) Absent 

 

 

A motion to accept the revised Minutes from the May 18, 2017 Bronx Community Board #10 meeting was 

made by Mr. Cantillo, seconded by Mr. Sullivan, and unanimously approved by all. 

 

 

BOROUGH PRESIDENT’S REPORT:  Mr. Lucania 

 

Additional information can be found about the topics noted below on the Borough President’s website:  

bronxboropres@nyc.gov. 

 

Mr. Lucania thanked Mr. Prince for his service, congratulated Mr. Sullivan on his election as Chair and 

welcomed Mr. Cruz as District Manager. 

 

He noted that Orchard Beach has opened for the season, fireworks will be on June 29, 2017 at 9:00 p.m. 

Plans for the reconstruction of the Pavilion will be reviewed.  The joint effort with the Mayor, Parks 

Commissioner, Borough President’s Office and the electeds was announced; it will be a 1.4 acre future 

park on the Hutchinson River adjacent to Co-op City with land donated by Riverbay. 

 

 

Chairman Prince acknowledged the following representatives from the electeds offices as well as Ms. 

Garland from Phipps Town & Country Residence and Ms. Salazar from Montefiore Health Systems. 

 

Dan Hogel, Office of State Senator Klein:  718-822-2049, tickets and wristbands are available for the June 

29, 2017 Fireworks Event at Orchard Beach. 

mailto:bronxboropres@nyc.gov
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Kenneth Burgos, Office of Council Member Palma:  Rain barrel giveaway, call to RSVP at 718-792-1140. 

 

 

DISTRICT MANAGER REPORT:  Mr. Cruz 

 

Mr. Cruz reminded the community and Board members that CB #10 is an NYC Agency and procedures 

will be followed. He noted that no one should distribute the personal email of any Board member unless 

permission is granted.  He also stressed that meetings are not forums for electioneering. 

 

 

COMMITTEE REPORTS 

 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:  Mr. Prince           

The Committee met on May 1 and June 5, 2017.  The following resolution was voted on at the June 5, 2017 

meeting. 

 

“Resolved…at the request of the Executive Board of Bronx Community Board #10 that the motion 

to table the discussion concerning office personnel to October 2017 be forwarded to the full Board 

for approval.” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Bieder and voted on by a 

majority of members with (1) abstention.  The Resolution passed. 

 

 

“Resolved...at the request of the Executive Board of Bronx Community Board #10 that an  

evaluation form be used on an annual basis to review the District Manager, and that this be  

forwarded to the full Board for approval.” 

 

A motion to table this Resolution to September was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Bieder and 

unanimously approved by all.   

 

A copy of the evaluation form will be attached to the June 15, 2017 minutes. 

 

 

HOUSING/ZONING COMMITTEE:  Mr. Sullivan  

 

On June 13, 2017 a Public Hearing was held on the matters below.  These items do not have to be voted on 

at the full Board meeting because there was a quorum at the Public Hearing.  Below are the resolutions and 

voting results. 

 

“Resolved…at the request of Bronx Community Board #10 that ULURP # C 160253 MMX, Map 

Change on modification of legal grades on Westchester Ave between Waters Place and the 

Hutchinson River Parkway East Service Road be forwarded to the full Board for approval.” 

 

Mr. Bieder made a Motion to approve the ULURP; which was seconded by Mrs. Lock and unanimously 

approved by all. 
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“Resolved… at the request of Bronx Community Board #10 that ULURP # N170425ZRY in which 

NYC Planning proposes a zoning text amendment to require a CPC Special Permit for new self-

storage facilities within Designated Areas in M districts, which represent New York City’s most 

active industrial area, to promote future availability of siting opportunities for industrial, more job 

intensive uses, be forwarded to the full Board for approval.”  

 

The resolution was approved by a majority of Board members, with one abstention.  The Resolution 

passed. 
 

More discussion to be held in the early Fall with the NYC Department of City Planning. 

 

Unique People Services is a 27 year old housing agency that houses individuals that have special needs and 

cannot house themselves. Yvette Brisset-Andre is the Executive Director/CEO. The agency had clients 

speak with the Board and community members about their daily life and the ability to live close to family 

members due to Unique People Services’ placement. 

 

There was a Motion to approve the proposed group home by Mr. Cantillo and seconded by Mr. 

Accomando.  

 

“Resolved…at the request of Bronx Community Board #10, that the Unique People Services 

proposal for a group residence at 2717 Gifford Avenue, Bronx, NY 10465 for six developmentally 

disabled young women be forwarded to the full Board for approval.” 

 

The vote is as follows: 4 yes, 17 no, and 3 abstentions.  The Resolution did not pass. 

 

 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:  Mr. Accomando  

 

The Committee met on June 6, 2017.  There were resolutions for renewal and new liquor licenses which 

will be presented at the full Board meeting because there was no quorum on June 6, 2017. 

 

A floor motion concerning Made In Puerto Rico follows: 

 

“Resolved…at the request of Bronx Community Board #10 that a letter be written to the NY State 

Liquor Authority advising that in 2015 the Board rejected Made in Puerto Rico’s request for a 

liquor license and that this be forwarded to the full Board for its approval.” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Bieder, and approved by a 

majority of members with one abstention.  The Resolution passed. 

 

 
For Renewals: 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx Community Board #10, that 

the following establishments have agreed to comply with the best management practice standards contained within 

the Stipulations, by signing them, and to further agree to attend ATAP training, and that their compliance be sent to 

the State Liquor Authority, along with the Resolution and the vote, and copies placed in the Board’s file:” 

 

C_Camill
Highlight
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*Ohana Restaurant, 500 City Island Ave, 10464, between Beach & Cross Sts, License #1166692, which expires on 

07/31/17. 

 

*Ohana Restaurant, 500 City Island Ave, 10464, between Beach & Cross Sts, License #1277313, which expires on 

07/31/17. 

 

*Lobster House, 691 Bridge St, 10464, between City Island & Minnieford Aves, License # 1219742, which expires 

on 06/30/17. 

 

*Caridad Restaurant, 1436 Williamsbridge Rd, 10461, between St Raymond’s & Halperin Aves, License #1117731, 

which expires on 6/30/17. 

 

*Giovanni’s Restaurant, 3209 Westchester Ave, 10461, between Wilkinson & Continental Aves, License # 1003953, 

which expires on 07/31/17. 

 

*Sapito’s, 3168 E Tremont Ave, 10461, between Waterbury Ave & Latting St, License # 1162594, which expires on  

07/31/17. 

 

*Honey’s Thai Pavilion, 3036 Westchester Ave, between Hobart & St Theresa Aves, License #1287273, which 

expires  on 07/31/17. 

 

*Paddy’s on the Bay, 50 Pennyfield Ave, 10465, between Bevy & Alan Pls, License # 1250871, which expires on 

07/31/17. 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Lynch and  

unanimously approved by all.  The Resolution passed. 
 

 

For Renewals: 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx Community Board #10, that 

the following establishments have agreed to comply with the best management practice standards contained within 

the Stipulations, by signing them, and to further agree to attend ATAP training, and that their compliance be sent to 

the State Liquor Authority, along with the Resolution and the vote, and copies placed in the Board’s file:” 

 

*Don Coqui, 565 City Island Ave, 10464, between Cross 7 Bridge Sts, License #1268490, which expires on  

  04/30/2019.                                                                              (NYPD Noise Complaints) 

 

A motion to table the vote was made by Ms. Velazquez because of a Certificate of Occupancy issue.  Prior 

to the vote on the above Resolution, discussions were held about sound and parking as well as the 

Occupancy.  The Certificate of Occupancy matter has been resolved.  Mr. Sullivan noted that Don Coqui 

has already received its renewal and if this is not voted on the “old” stipulations will remain in place.  It 

was noted that Mr. Paul Gjonaj has reached out to the City Island Civic Association to start an on-going 

dialogue with the Association to address concerns/complaints; as of the current time, the Association has 

not returned any calls or emails.    It was added that more stringent stipulations were signed by the 

management of Don Coqui, and the SLA had approved the renewal license in late April.  As to parking, 

Mr. Gjonaj said that parking is run by a paid concession, and the customers are not charged for parking. 

 

The motion made by Ms. Velazquez was not seconded. 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Cantillo and approved as 

by a majority of Board members, with two opposed and one abstention.  The Resolution passed.   
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A recommendation was made to add a stipulation concerning parking.  Another discussion began.  Parking 

is a Department of Consumer Affair matter, not State Liquor Authority.  A motion to table the matter for a 

future discussion was made by Mr. Boiko and Ms. Elukowich with the following roll call results:  (12) in 

favor, (11) against and (6) abstentions.  The motion did not pass. 
 

The following New Licenses were broken down into individual Resolutions. 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx Community 

Board #10, that the following establishment has agreed to comply with the best management practice 

standards contained within the Stipulations, by signing them, and to further agree to attend ATAP training, 

and that their compliance be sent to the State Liquor Authority, along with the Resolution and the vote, and 

copies placed in the Board’s file: 

 

*Akshar Restaurant, 127 Westchester Ave, 10461, between Ferris Pl & E Tremont Ave, License #NEW.  

 Hours of Operation:  Sunday-Wednesday 10:00 a.m. – 1:00 a.m; Thursday – Saturday 10:00 a.m. – 

4:00 a.m.;    

 Method of Operation:  Disc Jockey/Recorded Music          (Formerly Shanghai Red)” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Bieder and Ms. Baez with the following results:  (15) 

in favor; (10) opposed and (3) abstentions.  The Resolution passed. 

 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx Community 

Board #10, that the following establishment has agreed to comply with the best management practice 

standards contained within the Stipulations, by signing them, and to further agree to attend ATAP training, 

and that their compliance be sent to the State Liquor Authority, along with the Resolution and the vote, and 

copies placed in the Board’s file: 

 

*3764 E Tremont Rest Group, 3764 E Tremont Ave, 10465, between Randall & Roosevelt Aves, License 

#NEW. 

Hours of Operation:  Sunday – Wednesday 12:00 p.m. – 12:00 a.m.; Thursday – 12:00 p.m. 2:00 

a.m.; Friday – Saturday 12:00 p.m. 4:00 a.m.   

Method of Operation:  Disc Jockey/Recorded Music           (Formerly Cabo)” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Bieder and Ms. Guanill-Elukowich with the following 

results:  (11) in favor; (13) opposed and (3) abstentions.  The Resolution did not pass. 

 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx Community 

Board #10, that the following establishment has agreed to comply with the best management practice 

standards contained within the Stipulations, by signing them, and to further agree to attend ATAP training, 

and that their compliance be sent to the State Liquor Authority, along with the Resolution and the vote, and 

copies placed in the Board’s file: 

 

*Boulevard Central Bar & Grill, 2918 Bruckner Blvd, 10465, between E Tremont & Edison Aves, License 

#NEW. 
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Hours of Operation:  Sunday - Friday 11:00 a.m. – 4:00 a.m., Saturday 11:00 a.m. 3:00 a.m.;  

Method of Operation:  Juke Box                                             (Formerly Boulevard Tavern)” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Bieder and Mr. Sullivan with the following results:  

(23) in favor; (1) opposed and (3) abstentions.  The Resolution passed. 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx Community 

Board #10, that the following establishment has agreed to comply with the best management practice 

standards contained within the Stipulations, by signing them, and to further agree to attend ATAP training, 

and that their compliance be sent to the State Liquor Authority, along with the Resolution and the vote, and 

copies placed in the Board’s file: 

 

*Harlem Yacht Club, 417 Hunter Ave, 10464, between, between Ditmars & Bowne Sts, License # 

1003334, which expires on 02/28/19.                                                        (Change in ABC Officer)” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Bieder and Ms. Baez with the following results:  (26) 

in favor and (1) abstentions.  The Resolution passed. 

 

 

The Economic Development Committee will have a meeting in July to review establishments that are 

applying for or renewing its liquor licenses.   The following resolution was read. 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx 

Community Board #10 that the full Board allow the Committee to forward their recommendations 

to the New York State Liquor Authority for the July 2017 meeting due to the time sensitive nature.” 

 

A motion was made to forward stipulations to the full Board prior to the Summer 2017 Economic 

Development Committee for their review and to respond if there are objections, concerns, etc. prior to the 

Committee meeting.   Discussion on pros and cons of having a full Board 2017 Summer meeting and/or a 

2017 Summer Committee meeting began.  Chairman Prince noted that it is important to have the 

establishments sign the new stipulations which are then forwarded to the NY State Liquor Authority.  By 

having a Summer meeting for liquor licenses, that information can be forwarded to the NY SLA. The City 

Charter, Section 2800 states that there is no requirement to hold Board meetings in the months of July and 

August.  As a result of the discussions, the Resolution was amended. 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Economic Development Committee of Bronx 

Community Board #10 that the full Board allow the Committee to forward their recommendations 

to the New York State Liquor Authority for the July 2017 meeting due to the time sensitive nature, 

and that the Board will receive copies of all new stipulations prior to this Committee meeting.  It 

will be up to the Board members to forward any concerns to the Committee in a timely fashion.” 

 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution with an amendment with was made by Mr. Bieder, seconded by Mrs. 

Lock and approved by a majority of members with one abstention.  The Resolution passed. 
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YOUTH SERVICES/EDUCATION COMMITTEE:    Mr. Bieder 

 

The Committee will meet on June 19, 2017.  Mr. Bieder mentioned the Best and Brightest event at 

Riverbay coordinated by Mr. Rod Saunders and Pastor Deborah Jenkins.  He also thanked Mr. Patrick 

Caruso for creating the certificates.  The Committee may meet over the summer to review proposals for 

community schools. 

 

 

MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE:    Mr.  Russo     

 

The Committee met on June 13, 2017.   

 

The following Street Activity Permits were voted on in Committee and passed. 

 

“Resolved…at the request of the Municipal Services Committee of Bronx Community Board #10, 

that the following street activity permits be forwarded to the full Board for approval.” 

  

 
354003  2

nd
 Annual Community Day  9/17/2017 10 AM – 4:00 PM     Althea Esty 

  Block Party     9 AM – 4:30 PM incl.   

Cross Bronx Expressway bet.   setup and breakdown 

E. Tremont and Dewey Aves. 

 

355209  911 Memorial   9/11/2017 6 PM – 8 PM      James McQuade 

  E. Tremont Ave. between    5 PM – 9 PM 

  Gerber Pl. and Sampson Ave. 

 

355566  Westcheser Square  8/30/2017 1 PM – 4 PM       Lisa Sorin 

  Back to School Giveaway    11 AM – 4 PM incl. 

  Lane Ave. bet. Benson    setup and breakdown 

  Street and E. Tremont Ave. 

 

   356196  St. Raymonds Block Party  8/5/2017  1 PM – 7 PM      Eduardo Martinez  

     St. Raymonds Ave. bet. St.   1 PM – 7:30 PM incl.    

     Peters Ave. and Overing St.   setup and breakdown 

    

 356766  North Bronx Community BBQ 8/20/2017 11:30 AM – 7 PM     Carene Lawrence 

     Merritt Ave. bet. Tillotson    11 AM – 7:30 PM incl. 

     and Givan Aves.     setup and breakdown 

    

   358071  Lyon Ave 5
th

 block party  8/19/2017 1PM – 9 PM       Juana Enriquez 

     Lyon Ave. between Glebe     12:30 PM – 9 PM incl. 

     and Castle Hill Avenues    setup and breakdown 

 

            **358281  Metrourgicare Grand Opening * 7/13/2017 10 AM – 3 PM       Gabriela Silverio 

     and Annual Health Fair  7/8/2017  8 AM – 4 PM incl. 

     Halperin Ave. between    setup and breakdown 

     Williamsbridge Rd. &  *Per Ms. DeSantis, SAPO Office, applicant will be 

     Blondell Ave     changing her date to Saturday, July 8
th

.  System would 

           not accept date under 30 days. 

 

           ***358519  Wilcox Ave. Block Party 8/26/2017 2:30 PM – 11:30 PM  Michelle Covington  

     Wilcox Ave. bet. Randall   incl. setup and 

     And Phillip Avenues   breakdown 
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     **358281 – Notified applicant that 8 AM start is too early; must be 9 AM. 

  ***358519 – Notified applicant that 11:30 PM end time is too late; must be by 9 PM. Applicant had Board email 

  request to change the time to 12 Noon to 9 PM. 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution for street activity permits was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. 

Cantillo and unanimously approved by all.  The Resolution passed. 

 

 

The NYC Department of Design and Construction presented plans to the Committee on the renovations to 

be done at 1400 Williamsbridge Road with a request for a letter of support. 

 

“Resolved…at the request of Bronx Community Board #10 that the District Manager prepare a 

letter of support for the renovations of  DOT’s headquarters at 1400 Williamsbridge Road and 

forward it to the Commissioner of the New York City Department of Design and Construction.” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Boiko, seconded by Mr. Bieder and unanimously 

approved by all. The Resolution passed. 

 

 

PARKS/RECREATION COMMITTEE:   Mr. Lynch 

 

The Committee met on June 12, 2017.  Minutes are self-explanatory.  The Colucci Playground project was 

presented by NYC Parks and Recreation which resulted in the following resolution: 

 

“Resolved…at the recommendation of the Parks and Recreation Committee of Bronx Community 

Board #10 that the proposal presented by the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation for Colucci 

Park consisting of landscaping, installation of exercise equipment and seating be presented to the 

full Board for approval.” 

 

A motion to accept the Resolution was made by Mr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Accomando and 

unanimously approved by all.  The Resolution passed. 

 

A discussion on the proposed upgrades to the Co-op City Irrigation Project and the impact on the Little 

League field was also discussed with NYC Parks.  In order to minimize the disruption to the Little League, 

work will be done in phases, starting in September.   

 

 

PLANNING/BUDGET COMMITTEE:     Mr. Prince for Mr. Misiurski  

 

The Planning and Budget Committee did not meet in June. 

 

 

HEALTH/HUMAN SERVICES:    Bishop Rosario 

 

The Committee met on May 25 and June 8, 2017.  Minutes are self-explanatory.  Mr. Cruz will consolidate 

the two letters written concerning the services at Weiler and Moses Campus of Montefiore Medical Center.   

The Committee would like to have other Community Boards involved with supporting the letter.   
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Public Hearing on the group home at 2717 Gifford Avenue did not pass.   Ms. Guanill-Elukowich and Mr. 

Bieder are working with the provider to find alternate sites.   

 

 

 

VETERANS SERVICES:  Mr. Salimbene 

 

Mr. Salimbene said the Veterans Services Committee is keeping in line with the Borough President’s wish 

to have a Veterans Services Committee.  He updated the community on the Committee’s initiatives, 

including transportation services and Fischer House. 

 

  

OLD BUSINESS:     

 

Col. Chin discussed the opioid epidemic and how it is destroying families and communities; he would like 

to see more community involvement. 

 

 

NEW BUSINESS: 

 

Mr. Sullivan offered a round of applause for all officers of the Board.  Mr. Prince added that the Board is 

headed in a good direction and there are still many issues to resolve. 

 

 

Motion to close the, 2017 Community Board #10 meeting was made by Mr. Bieder, seconded by Mr. 

Sullivan and unanimously approved by all.    

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted by Susan Duffy. 

 

 

 



From: Torres, George (CB)  
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2017 1:44 PM 
To: Dana Driskell (DCP) <DDRISKE@planning.nyc.gov> 
Subject: Letter of Support 

 

August 22, 2017  
 

Honorable Marisa Lago 
Chairperson  
City Planning Commission 
120 Broadway, 31st Floor 
New York, NY 10271 
 

 
Re: Zoning Text Amendment on Self-Storage Facilities 
 

Dear Chairperson Lago,  
 

Please note that at the June 22, 2017 Full Board Meeting Community Board 12, the Bronx, its 
membership voted unanimously in support of the Self-Storage Text Amendment.  There were 
31 Board Members present for the vote.   
 

Should you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact me at the above listed 
phone number.  
 

Sincerely, 
 

 

 

William A. Hall 
 
 

CC:           Hon. Ruben Diaz, Jr., Bronx Borough President 
                Hon. Andrew Cohen, NYC Council Member, 11th Council District 

Hon. Andy King, NYC Council Member, 12th Council District 
                 
 

mailto:DDRISKE@planning.nyc.gov






















ONE COMMUNITY - ONE VOICE 
 

    

              

              

   

 

 July 11, 2017 

 

NYC Department of City Planning 

Brooklyn Office 

16 Court Street, Suite 705 

Brooklyn, New York 11241 

 RE:  Self-Service Storage Facility Text Amendment 

 #170425 ZRY 

   

To Whom It May Concern, 

This is an official notification of support from Brooklyn, Community Board 5 (CB5) on the Self-Service Storage 

Facility Text Amendment for IBZ districts. 

The NYC Department of City Planning presented to the Land Use Committee on the Text Amendment.  The 

Committee recommended approval to the full Board with the following amendments: 

 Afford changes in boundaries to allow for greater distances between storage facilities 

 Implement standards of transparency to alert Community Board as to the contents of approved storage 

units 

The Public General Board Meeting was held on June 28
th
, 2017 at P.S. 13 located at 557 Pennsylvania Avenue in 

Brooklyn New York.  The Board Members of CB5 had a recognized quorum of its membership and voted in favor 

of the application for the Self-Storage Facility Text Amendment; with the amendments recommended by the Land 

Use Committee.   The Board vote was as follows: 

30 Members Present Yes: 30  No: 0  Abstain: 0 

If you require any additional information, please contact the District Office. 

 

Respectfully Yours,  

 

 

Andre T. Mitchell 

Brooklyn, Community Board 5 Chair Person 

  

COMMUNITY BOARD 5, BROOKLYN  
404 Pine Street, 3

rd
 Floor • Brooklyn, New York 11208  

Telephone: 929-221-8261 Fax: 718-827-7374  
Email: Bk05@cb.nyc.gov  
Website: www.brooklyncb5.org   
Honorable Eric L. Adams  

Brooklyn Borough President 

  Andre T. Mitchell, Chairman        Melinda Perkins, District Manager 

http://www.brooklyncb5.org/


          

          THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
      COMMUNITY BOARD SIX 

 

   Eric Adams Sayar Lonial Craig Hammerman 

   Borough President Chairperson District Manager 
 

 

250 Baltic Street  Brooklyn, New York 11201-6401  www.BrooklynCB6.org 

t: (718) 643-3027  f: (718) 624-8410  e: info@BrooklynCB6.org   

July 24, 2017 

 

 

Marisa Lago, Director 

Department of City Planning 

120 Broadway, 31st Floor 

New York, New York 10271 

 

 

Dear Director Lago: 

 

I am writing to advise you that at its July 6, 2017 Executive Committee meeting, Brooklyn 

Community Board 6 adopted the following resolution related to Land Use Review Application 

number N170425 ZRY, commonly referred to as the proposed Self-Storage Facility Text 

Amendment: 

 

Department of City Planning Land Use Review Application N170425 ZRY 

Proposed Self-Storage Facility Text Amendment 
 

After hearing a presentation from the applicant at their meeting on June 19, 2017, our 

Economics, Waterfront, Community Development & Housing Committee chair reported the 

details of Land Use Review Application number N170425 ZRY to our Executive Committee on 

July 6, 2017. The Executive Committee, acting on behalf of and with authority granted by the 

Community Board’s bylaws, accepted a motion to conditionally support the application in 

question. The motion was ratified by a vote of ten in favor, one opposed, and zero abstentions.  

 

Our support for Land Use Review Application number N170425 ZRY is conditional based on 

two modifications. First, Community Board 6 would like to see Self-Storage facilities require a 

Special Permit in all M zones, not just Industrial Business Zones. Second, we would like to see 

Hotels and other non-industrial uses added to the list of businesses that require a Special Permit. 

 

As always, thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important matter. 

 

    

  Sincerely, 

 
Sayar Lonial 

Chairperson 

http://www.brooklyncb6.org/
mailto:info@BrooklynCB6.org










N170425ZRY – Self-Storage Text Amendment 

At its public meeting held on June 27, 2017, Community Board #16 voted 11-in favor, 9-against, 

and 3-abstentions on the self-storage text amendment to establish restrictions on new                     

self-storage facilities within the Industrial Business Zone to ensure that their development will 

not limit future siting opportunities for industrial businesses. 

































                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                            

June 30, 2017 

 

N170425ZRY – Proposed Self-Storage Text Amendment 

 

EXPLANATION OF RECOMMENDATION 

Community Board 3 opposes the proposal for the Self-Storage Text Amendment: 

 

 The city should not single out one industry and impose a ban that restricts the entire 

industry’s growth.  
 

 Self-Storage in Staten Island mainly serves local working middle-class residents that live in 

apartments and smaller homes.   
 

 For Small business and non-for-profits that cannot afford conventional warehouse space 

self-storage is a necessity; their livelihood and community contributions depend on 

affordable space. 
 

 The proposal would require yet another Special Permit process which is contrary to City’s 

Planning’s pitch to us during The Special Districts Zoning Text presentation that 

discretionary actions overburdens City Planning’s examiners, and adds financial costs and 

time delays to applicants. 
 

 Restricting self-storage in IBZs will force developers to seek C-8 zones.  In Staten Island 

most C-8 zones are adjacent to or surrounded by residential homes which is undesirable in 

dense residential communities. 

 

 The city does not have to punish self-storage to attract manufacturing, If M zones in IBZ’s 

are lucrative and advantageous to a manufacturing use then developers will be attracted to 

them. 

 

*************************************************************************** 

 

BOROUGH OF STATEN ISLAND 

COMMUNITY BOARD #3  
1243 Woodrow Road - 2nd Floor 

Staten Island, NY 10309 

Telephone: (718) 356-7900     Fax: (718) 966-9013 

Website: www.nyc.gov/sicb3 
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